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Chapter 2361: Devil's Eye 

  

Void, for ordinary people, is something invisible and intangible, but for gods, Void, like soil and sea 

water, is a tangible substance. 

 

These voids are connected to other planes. Therefore, as long as the specific void coordinates of a plane 

are known, the gods can use the way of digging to connect with this plane, and among the things used 

to dig void channels, the best item is Void meteorite. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “It just so happens that this Void Shield is made of Void Meteorite. When used 

as a shield, the face of the Void Shield can transfer all damage to the void. Similarly, this Void Shield is 

also It can be used as a shovel to dig out the void.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “You mean let me dig the void to other planes?” 

 

“Stupid?” The Blazing Demon shook his head, and said triumphantly: “I asked you to dig a void tunnel to 

connect with your Bandarsberg, and use the special terrain in Bandarsberg Castle to let the Zerg and The 

demons can’t get out and can’t go back.” 

 

Lu Yang realized it instantly. After he reached the lord level and absorbed the soul of the ancient **** 

Phoenix, he completely controlled the castle and could deform the inside of the castle at will. 

 

In fact, this castle can be transformed into many forms. One of the most classic is the maze. If Lu Yang is 

willing, this castle can be turned into three large-scale mazes, the upper, the middle and the lower. 

 



The walls of Bandarsburg are made of special materials. Only spells of the main **** level can cause 

damage to the castle. That is to say, at this stage, any creatures that come through the distorted time 

and space do not have it. The ability to break through the walls of Bandarsburg, in this way, this castle 

can become a place for Lu Yang to spawn monsters. 

 

“Good idea, after some high-level demons come out, I can kill them to obtain weapons and equipment, 

which can quickly increase the strength of my brothers.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Now your brothers are not in a hurry to increase their strength. The main 

problem is your own strength. If you can quickly upgrade to Tier 6, their lives will be more secure.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “I can feel that it is easy to increase my strength now. As long as I keep 

absorbing the original fire spirit, I can quickly increase my rank, but this energy demand is too huge, 

there is no such place.” 

 

Promoting to the Flame Lord is considered to have brought Lu Yang to another level. The two levels of 

the Flame Demon and Flame Lord behind both make the magic core in his mind and the flame filaments 

formed in his body stronger, not to say that he becomes another one. A form, so as long as the energy is 

enough, you can quickly improve your strength. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “This is another reason for my excitement. Remember what I told you before, 

did we ancient gods keep for ourselves the treasures of every rank and upgrade? Describe the magic 

array according to my requirements. , Block in front of you with a void shield, I will take you to another 

space.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised, and he listened carefully to what the Blazing Demon God said. This magic 

circle is not complicated. It only took half an hour to complete it. But when Lu Yang poured magic into it, 

Lu Yang instantly ‘S body entered an extremely chaotic time and space turbulence. 

 

If the turbulence flying in from the front wasn’t blocked by a Void Shield, Lu Yang’s body might have 

been sifted into a sieve in an instant. However, there was no original energy in this turbulence of time 

and space, and it was a pure chaotic time and space. 

 

Looking through the void flowing on the shield, Lu Yang found a palace standing in mid-air not far from 

the void. Lu Yang asked curiously, “Is it that palace?” 



 

The Blazing Demon God nodded and said: “Yes, that’s the palace. You can’t hide from this turbulent time 

and space. Only a strong person like me who fell from the realm of the king to the realm of the lord can 

pass through. You guys are lucky. You can also get in with this shield.” 

 

Lu Yang snorted in understanding. He could think of the Blazing Demon God’s thoughts back then. As 

the God King, the Blazing Demon God, I’m afraid he would never think of the day when he was dead, he 

would never think that he would need to be parasitic in Lu Yang’s body, relying on landing. Yang can 

survive. 

 

The palace in the void was not far from Lu Yang, a distance of less than a hundred meters came in an 

instant. When he arrived at this place, the temporal and spatial turbulence in front of him disappeared, 

and all the turbulence was blocked by the palace. 

 

“The material of this stuff is good, I’ll take it away,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said angrily: “You can take it away, but you have to be careful. This thing is 

called Void Rock. It is formed when the turbulence of time and space collides to a certain extent. Don’t 

look at his stability now, that’s when I was there. The realm of the **** king fixed it with supreme mana. 

If you don’t use it well, if a god-level powerhouse takes action, it will instantly be shattered to a state of 

turbulence in time and space. Flies out in the ash of the void.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and said, “If I meet God’s words, it’s not bad to throw this out and kill him.” 

 

The Blazing Demon smiled and said, “It’s a good choice. Let’s open this door first.” 

 

A fire light flew out of Lu Yang and landed on the rock gate of the Void Hall. There was a groove there. 

The fire light flew into the groove, and the door opened in an instant, revealing a huge space inside. 

 

Lu Yang walked in curiously, When was just seen from the outside, the Void Hall was only 50 meters in 

diameter, but when you entered it, the Void Hall turned out to be a huge room of tens of thousands of 

square meters, with a height of more than 200 meters. 

 

“Why is it so big?” Lu Yang said in surprise. 



 

The Blazing Demon said: “Void materials are made of it. Naturally, there is something magical about it. 

Take a look at the supplies I left for you in the box in front. Open the first box first. I can’t wait.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious to let the Blazing Demon God speak like this. He came to the middle of the 

palace. There were more than one hundred boxes. One of them was a very small box with a gold shell. 

He opened it. At a glance, a strong flame flew out of the box in an instant. 

 

At the same time, an eye that was as hot as the surface of the sun flew out of the box. Lu Yang felt the 

huge energy contained in the eye and couldn’t help asking, “What is this?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God gritted his teeth excitedly and said: “The Eye of the Demon God! This is a 

treasure of our world in ancient times. It is an eye formed by nature. 

 

Normally it is used by god-level powerhouses. When I was a lord-level powerhouse, I was found in a 

dungeon in our world. It was precisely relying on this eye that I killed countless people who were 

stronger than me. The enemy of Bei, later, after I was promoted to the **** level, this eye gradually lost 

its function. 

 

I thought I wouldn’t need him in my life, so I sealed him as a backhand in the Void Hall, but I didn’t 

expect to use it this time. ” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How to use it?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Listen to my spell and become a lord.” 

 

Lu Yang mobilized the magic power in his body, and in the next second, he became a flame giant with a 

height of 100 meters! 

 

Chapter 2362: Super killer 

  



The Eye of the Demon God seemed to sense the call and flew up from Lu Yang’s hand. The Blazing 

Demon God followed to chant a spell. It was a language only understood by the ancient Divine 

Residence, and every note shook the Eye of the Demon God like a Sanskrit sound. 

 

Suddenly countless flames flew out of the eyes of the demon god, who had already reacted fiercely. 

They penetrated into Lu Yang’s body and connected with the flames in Lu Yang’s body. 

 

Lu Yang only felt that the magic power in his body was instantly drawn out. Just when Lu Yang knelt on 

the ground and was about to lose his ability to transform, the Demon God’s Eye slowly approached Lu 

Yang’s forehead, and finally, it was embedded in it. 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but let out a heart-piercing roar. It was not painful, but felt the amount of violent 

violence in the eyes of the devil. The killing intent contained in this power made Lu Yang feel crazy 

instinctively. 

 

After this feeling lasted for a while, Lu Yang stopped. At this time, he had recovered his human form and 

was curled up on the ground. 

 

“How about it, it’s better.” Blazing Demon God asked. 

 

Lu Yang turned over and lay flat on the ground, and said with a smile: “After this eye came to my body, I 

saw your past, you deserve to be a demon god, how many races have you destroyed?” 

 

The Blazing Demon sighed with emotion and said: “It’s innumerable. There are not hundreds of 

thousands, but there are tens of thousands. The wars of the past were not as simple as the wars of 

today. The biological warfare, as well as the creatures of alien planets. There are seven planets 

destroyed by my own hands. How many races do you say I have killed? The eyes of the demon **** has 

not been following me for long, nor can I see anything. That’s too much, don’t mind, you will feel more 

intense when you get more of my body in the future.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, sat up and touched his forehead, but found that he had no eyes, and asked, “How can 

this thing come out? What’s the use?” 



 

The Blazing Demon God chuckled and said: “As long as you gather your mental power on the eyes of the 

Demon God, he will naturally open. This baby has many functions. One of them is that you can see 

hidden things, and you will be invisible in the future. The creature is close to you, and you can see his 

location with this eye.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised, and asked, “Can you see any hidden creatures?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Of course, whether it is a shadow sneaking, a ghost shifting, a walk in the void 

or an underground shuttle, you can see his phantom through the eyes of the demon.” 

 

“This is indeed a treasure.” Lu Yang had always worried about being assassinated by the enemy using 

other stealth methods. Now he is not afraid of this. 

 

Blazing Demon God said with a smile: “More than this function, the second function of the Demon God’s 

Eye is to gather the magic power of your whole body, allowing you to use higher-level spells. 

 

If it is someone else, it can only be a tasteless product. After all, it consumes the whole body’s mana to 

make an attack more and more. Not to mention hurting the enemy, the damage to itself is big enough. 

 

It is different for you. You have the sun in Bandarsberg. As long as you connect with Bandarsberg with 

the Eye of the Demon God and fully absorb the magic power in the white sun, you can launch an attack 

even higher. ” 

 

Lu Yang was a little dazed. The energy contained in the white sun in Bandarsburg was extremely 

terrifying, at least the energy of the main god, but he couldn’t mobilize it before. Unexpectedly, the eyes 

of the demon **** could do it, so he asked quickly: “What should I do? ?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Concentrate your mental power, connect the Eye of the Demon God to 

Bandarsburg, and activate the absorption of the eye of the Demon God.” 

 

Lu Yang quickly did so. In an instant, the Eye of the Demon God opened from Lu Yang’s forehead, and at 

the same time, a huge eye of flame appeared above Bandarsburg. 



 

“absorb” 

 

The eye of flame emits a crimson light, and the surrounding hot energy seems to have found a catharsis, 

all concentrated in the eye of flame, and this violent absorption of energy makes the white sun in the 

sky react quickly, a bucket of thick white The energy beam poured into the eye of flame. 

 

Lu Yang only felt that the energy of the fire element in the eyes of the Demon God on his forehead was 

instantly full, and the color of his eyes turned purple-red, and the violent power made him want to 

release it. 

 

“What should I do?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “Aim at a place and spray the flames. This Void Hall can 

withstand such powerful flames.” 

 

Lu Yang turned his head and looked at the wall a hundred meters away. The energy in the eyes of the 

Demon God instantly found a catharsis. A purple-red energy wave with a diameter of 2 meters was 

ejected and gradually spread into a 10-meter vortex, hitting the wall. It stopped. Although it was not 

destroyed, it left traces of scorched black on the wall. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “The power is about the same as the quasi-god’s casual blow. How does it feel 

to be able to severely injure a lord of the same level?” 

 

Lu Yang said excitedly: “I don’t have any burden on my body, it’s just that my mental energy is 

consumed more. This thing is too strong. ” 

 

The Blazing Demon God laughed and said: “What’s this? You just used the most common attack method 

of the Eye of the Demon God. Now I teach you two tricks. May kill the monarch level.” 

 

“Please.” Lu Yang respectfully looked like a good baby. 

 



Blazing Demon God was very satisfied with Lu Yang’s attitude, and said very proudly: “The first move is 

called the Purple Flame Laser. It recompresses the purple flame energy wave just now and turns it into a 

laser beam, which can double its power. 

 

The second trick is called the Purple Flame Star Burst, which compresses the purple flame energy wave 

into a ball. All the energy is gathered in this sphere to attack the target, so that all the energy is 

concentrated on the target body to the greatest extent. The power is the purple flame energy. Four 

times the wave. 

 

Although these two tricks are simple to say, if you want to compress with mental power, it is impossible 

without the quasi-god’s cultivation base. Therefore, I used another method, called the magic circle. I 

used to be in the eyes of the devil. I have portrayed it, but in order to force me not to rely on the Eye of 

the Demon God, I erased this circle. Now the Eye of the Demon God is handed over to you, you must 

have a psychological preparation. One day in the future, you must abandon this thing, otherwise If you 

just rely on the Eye of the Demon God, your strength will only stagnate in the quasi-god stage, and you 

will never be able to be promoted to the position of God. ” 

 

“Yes.” Lu Yang bowed to the body of the Blazing Demon God, feeling a lot in his heart, what is the most 

lacking thing in a person’s life? A teacher who guides the way! 

 

Luckily for Lu Yang, he was really lucky to think that the teacher would guide him anytime and anywhere 

on the road of cultivation, so that he would not get lost. 

 

“Come with me to describe the magic circle, and then show you other treasures.” Blazing Demon 

beckoned, bringing Lu Yang’s soul into the eyes of the demon and began to portray the magic circle. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2363: The magic of the Void Hall 

  



Lu Yang knew the greatest significance of the next piece of Demon God’s Heart Fragment, and it was Lu 

Yang’s greatest guarantee for attacking the lower gods after he was promoted to the realm of Quasi-

God. 

 

Now the distortion of time and space has expanded to the point where the lord-level powerhouse can 

come. I’m afraid it won’t be long before the protoss of another world can send the demon king-level, 

monarch-level and even the quasi-god-level powerhouses over. If Lu Yang can be He was promoted to 

the lower **** within a short period of time before he had the confidence to keep the safety of the East 

China Sea. 

 

“I will start practicing now.” Lu Yang said firmly in his eyes. 

 

Blazing Demon God said triumphantly: “Open the three boxes at the back. They are all treasures of Lord-

level promotion and cultivation. Note that some of them are alive. You need to defeat them first and 

collect them.” 

 

“Alive?” Lu Yang walked to the first half-person tall box in the second row with some surprise, and found 

that there was a seal on the box. Before he could ask, the spirit of the Blazing Demon God swept the box 

and sealed it. Slowly disappeared and disintegrated, and at the same time, the box trembled violently. 

 

“Boom” 

 

The box collapsed, and a drop-shaped flame elf with a height of 10 meters flew out. The surface of its 

body was not flame, but the flow of original fire energy. 

 

Lu Yang asked in surprise, “What is this?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “The Fire Soul, a treasure higher than the original Fire Spirit, was originally 

a gemstone. It has been sealed here by me for millions of years. It has formed an unconscious spirit 

body and shattered his shell. The fire soul gem is inside, remember to use the new spell, the fire soul’s 

strength is at the lord level, and the old spells don’t work.” 

 

“I’ll try.” Lu Yang became interested. He just learned the use of two spells just now. He didn’t know the 

specific power yet, so he just took this fire soul to try it out. 



 

“The Eye of the Devil” 

 

Lu Yang poured his spiritual power into the eyes of the demon god, and in an instant, opened an eye on 

his forehead, and the phantom of the eyes of the demon **** appeared in the midair of Bandarsburg. 

 

The attracted White Sun shot a white energy into the phantom of the Eye of the Demon God, directly 

filling the Eye of the Demon God on Lu Yang’s forehead with magic power. He activated the magic circle 

in the Eye of the Demon God, staring at the fire soul that pounced on him. 

 

“Purple Flame Laser” 

 

A purple-red laser with thick fingers shot out from the eyes of the demon god, and the fire soul was hit 

in the head before he could react. In an instant, the fire soul’s head was shot. 

 

“Wow~!” 

 

A harsh noise was emitted from the body of the fire soul, and the 10-meter-sized drop-shaped body 

crazily collapsed inward, and finally turned into a red gem of 10 cm in length, width and height. 

 

Lu Yang supported the gem with one hand, feeling the abundant energy in it, and said in surprise: 

“There is such a pure flame energy in it, and the original fire spirit is not at the same level as it.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Of course, there is no Moral Grade in what I left, so let’s start to absorb it.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and sat cross-legged on the ground, holding the gem in his hands to absorb it. When he 

really absorbed it, he knew how terrifying the energy contained in this gem was. 

 

With only a trace of Fire Soul energy entering Lu Yang’s body, Lu Yang involuntarily entered the state of 

fire demon, the flames in his body flew out in large numbers, greedily swallowing the fire soul into the 

soul sea, and the original fire in the soul sea After the spiritual capital was transformed into a fire soul, it 

fed back to Lu Yang’s body. 



 

This piece completed the transformation of Lu Yang’s body. At this time, the color of the flames 

emerging from his body turned out to be purplish red. By the time Lu Yang had completely absorbed it, 

half a year had passed. 

 

The Blazing Demon said with satisfaction: “Yes, not bad, you can absorb it quickly, so let’s absorb the 

next piece.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let me go out. It is estimated that the next Red Moon Night is coming.” 

 

The Blazing Demon smiled, and said: “How long do you feel that time has passed.” 

 

Lu Yang pointed to the time on the phone and said, “Half a year.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled triumphantly and said, “I forgot to tell you. This is a node of the 

turbulent flow of time and space. It is only one day outside in a year. So, if you have been here for half a 

year, it will only be half a day outside, so you can rest assured. Practice.” 

 

“Really.” Lu Yang was a little surprised. 

 

“You’ll know if you go out and have a look.” Blazing Demon God beckoned, leading Lu Yang to fly out of 

the Void Hall, and land in the Valley of the Flower God. 

 

Lu Yang flew out of this secret treasure space with a void shield in his hand. As soon as he got outside, 

he couldn’t wait to call Zhuo Jiu and asked, “What are you doing?” 

 

Zhuojiu smiled and said, “I’m integrating the elves, you have only been away for a long time, boss, what 

happened?” 

 

Lu Yang blinked and said, “I found a precious place. I spent half a year in it and only half a day in reality. I 

couldn’t think of such a place.” 

 



Although it has been several years since another world has invaded, Lu Yang still feels a little weird to 

convince Lu Yang that there is such a place in this world. 

 

Zhuojiu was also surprised, and said, “This is a treasure place for cultivation, can we go?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It won’t work for the time being. It’s all empty turbulence. I found a treasure, the Void 

Shield, to get in. After a while, I will change you to come in after I finish my training. Tell your brothers. , 

Let them collect as many cultivation materials as possible during this time there is no energy in that 

place.” 

 

“Okay.” Zhuojiu said. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone, looked at the Blazing Demon God beside him and said, “Let’s continue.” 

 

“Get your shield ready.” Blazing Demon God waved his hand and brought Lu Yang back to the outside of 

the Void Hall. 

 

Lu Yang quickly flew back into the void hall with the void shield in his hand, opened the second box, and 

after killing the fire soul, he absorbed the gem energy… 

 

For 300 years, Lu Yang had absorbed all the 600 void gems in the room. At this time, Lu Yang clearly felt 

that his body had reached the peak of the lord level, and he was only close to a breakthrough. 

 

“There are only three boxes left. I’m afraid the gems inside are not enough.” Lu Yang frowned. 

 

Blazing Demon God transformed into a flame phantom, and said with a look of disgust: “You are too 

weak, if I had 600 fire souls, I would have been promoted to the peak of the Demon Lord level.” 

 

Lu Yang glanced at the Blazing Demon God with a crooked look, and said, “Why don’t you say that you 

absorb it according to the amount of re-cultivation from the Divine King Body? I was promoted from the 

Lord to the Demon King Body, which naturally consumes a lot. ” 

 



“That’s right.” The Blazing Demon God found that he didn’t despise Lu Yang, changed the subject, 

pointed to the three boxes in front of him and said: “Although you are not at the Demon King level, you 

can still use the treasures in these three boxes. , Open it and take a look.” 

 

Lu Yang curiously walked up to the three boxes and opened them at the same time. At once, three 

scarlet rays of light burst out. He took a closer look and found that inside the middle box was a set of 

gold-red armor. 

 

In the box on the left is a pair of golden-red hammers. The two ends of the hammer are flat and sharp in 

the middle, which looks like a beak and wings. In the box on the right, there is a rectangular jade-shaped 

accessory. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2364: Two-headed Flamingo 

  

Lu Yang picked up the hammer first, and asked curiously, “What kind of weapon is this material, I 

haven’t seen it before?” 

 

The Blazing Demon was particularly proud, and said: “The two-headed Flamingo, these two hammers 

and clothes, are made from the head and torso of a complete two-headed Flamingo.” 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile, “What is the double-headed Flamingo?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was even more proud, and said, “An ancient divine bird, which has disappeared 

in our world, because this bird is a natural quasi-god-level creature, and when it grows up, it has the 

strength of a high-level god. This kind of bird It is also extremely cruel, an ancient beast. 

 

Back then, the dragons couldn’t beat them. It was with our help to kill this ferocious bird, but the 

double-headed flaming bird is not only cruel to the enemy, but also cruel to itself. Nuclear, as a result, at 

the end of the war, each **** was assigned half a double-headed Flamingo. 



 

I left three for myself, all made into weapons and equipment, two of which were grownups for my 

subordinates, and this juvenile was for myself. ” 

 

Lu Yang was a little speechless, and said, “I’m carrying two bird heads together and fighting with people 

wearing the bird’s corpse.” 

 

“Hey~!” The Blazing Demon was choked and cursed: “What you said is quite reasonable, but listen to 

me. The corpse of the two-headed Flamingo will not rot, and it will change quickly after death. As a 

fossil, its hardness can withstand the full blow of the quasi-god, and after injecting magic power, it can 

become larger and smaller as your body, and it has the ability to self-recover. 

 

Especially the weapons made of the two bird heads can perfectly allow you to release the spells of the 

flame system, up to the level of the quasi-god, you don’t have to worry about weapons anymore. ” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the heads of the two hammers, still disgusted for a while, and said, “Let’s make do 

with it, after all, you don’t have anything better.” 

 

“Damn, get rid of it~!” Blazing Demon God is walking violently! 

 

Lu Yang chuckled, and put the armor on his body. The weapon was placed around his waist. The magic 

power surged in his body. The two hammers instantly became the size of an arm, and the armor turned 

into personal software, just like wearing a leather jacket. Same. 

 

“What did this accessory do in the end?” Lu Yang asked curiously. 

 

Blazing Demon: “…” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless, and said, “Don’t be angry, be careful.” 

 

“Damn!” The Blazing Demon God rolled his eyes and cursed: “I am too lazy to pay attention to you. This 

accessory is called the Void Talisman. I got too many double-headed Vulcan birds back then. Void God 

wants to exchange it with me and give it to me. This thing can instantly transfer you to another plane, 



but the time is only 1 second, and you need to recharge it again. With your current magic power, you 

can recharge at least half an hour at a time.” 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “It’s a pretty good baby.” 

 

The most troublesome problem for the fire system powerhouse is that there are no defensive spells. 

However, most of the defense spells of other schools are incompatible with the fire system. For 

example, the most defensive wizards are the water system and the earth system, and they cannot be 

integrated with the fire system. When the former casts spells together, there must be a spell failure. 

When the latter casts spells together, the earth spell becomes extremely fragile. 

 

Among other defensive spells, the dark and light types are also prone to problems. Only the void type 

can cooperate a little bit, but they cannot be released at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang hung the jade pendant around his waist and said, “Send me home. It has been a year. I also 

want to know what’s going on outside?” 

 

“I have handed over the spell to you, read it yourself.” The Blazing Demon God said that he was very 

upset, and flew directly to the Demon God Temple to rest. 

 

Lu Yang chanted the spell with a smile, and he appeared in the Flower God Valley. After a year, the 

Flower God Valley has not changed in any way, and it is still the fragrance of birds and flowers. 

 

“Transformation” 

 

Lu Yang’s body suddenly changed to a height of 100 meters, but he was still dissatisfied, and continued 

to inject magic power, his body grew to a height of 200 meters. 

 

At this height, he grasped a large mountain in the Valley of the Gods of Flowers with both hands. This 

mountain was more than 300 meters high, but it was such a high mountain that was lifted by Lu Yang’s 

hands. 

 

“Devil Temple” 



 

Lu Yang entered the Demon God Temple and placed the mountain in the void outside the Demon God 

Temple. Suddenly, a void was stabilized by the mountain. 

 

“Sure enough, this mountain is also a little way.” Lu Yang returned to the Huashen Valley. After moving a 

few times, the entire Huashen Valley was evacuated by Lu Yang. Even the sand on the ground was not 

let go. These sands and rocks are all. A divine baby can stabilize the void. 

 

Lu Yang moved to the Demon God Temple together, leaving a valley directly in the Demon God Temple. 

After that, he transformed into the form of an undead bird and quickly flew towards the Shekou 

defensive position. 

 

“How is the house? Did any accident happen?” Lu Yang took out the intercom and dialed the chat group 

of Zhuojiu, Baishi and others. 

 

The other side. 

 

In the command center in Shekou, Zhuojiu, Baishi and others were watching an agreement meeting. 

They were relieved when they heard Lu Yang’s call. 

 

“Boss, you can be regarded as coming back.” Said with a sigh of bitter love for a long time. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked with a smile. 

 

Zhuojiu said: “The Demon Race sent a letter of alliance, wanting us to stop the war with them, and at 

the same time help them contain the Void Zerg.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, looked at the still rosy sky outside, and said, “Red Moon Night is already here, what is 

the state of the enemies of all parties? How did you think of forming an alliance with us?” 

 

The White Lion said: “Let me just say, this year, the Demon Race and the Void Zerg have fought seven 

battles, and the two sides have won each other. Last week, the red moon night fell, and the two sides 



fought the most tragic battle, because There is no new lord-level powerhouse from both sides to send 

over, the war is still mainly based on the battle between lord-level and spirit-level powerhouses.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “This time I sneaked into the internal observations of both sides. The lord of the Void 

Zerg was injured. Although the son of the demon was intact, the two subordinate lords were seriously 

injured.” 

 

Zhou Tianming followed and said: “It happened at this time that the orcs re-emerged. One of their tribes 

was promoted to the lord level, and the orcs scattered on the grassland were gathered together, ready 

to fight the demon tribe, the demon tribe. Worrying about the enemy, we are required to join the war, 

otherwise, we will take the initiative to retreat and let the Zerg kill us.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, and said, “I understand, the Devil Race is going to be unable to handle it. Accept their 

request.” 

 

Zhuojiu frowned and said: “But we have just finished the war here, and new clansmen of the six elves 

have been sent over. We finally suppressed it. If we fight now the soldiers are too tired.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Don’t worry, boss, I have been cultivating in the Void Hall for 300 years, and 

my strength has reached the peak of the lord level. It is a matter of time to break through to the king 

level. kill him.” 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Zhou Tianming and the others looked at each other, and both showed excitement. They said in 

excitement, “In this way, our human race has become the most powerful race among the four race 

groups. We don’t have to worry about it. The enemy is attacking.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “In the next period of time, I will take you around and get enough training 

resources. I will send you one by one to the Void Palace for 300 years of cultivation, so that you can also 

quickly improve your strength. .” 

 

“300 years?” The white lion said with a wry smile: “Boss, we are the strength of the spirit level, I am 

afraid that we will not live for 300 years.” 

 



Lifespan has always been the biggest problem that restricts humans. No race can help humans solve this 

situation. Elves can live for thousands of years, demons have a lifespan of thousands of years, and orcs 

can live for more than 200 years at the worst. Only humans can live for more than 200 years. Just over 

100 years. 

 

After becoming cultivators, although the White Lions felt the blood surging in their bodies, they still 

didn’t know how long they lived. They really didn’t dare to let them practice for 300 years. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I have brought back some treasures, which are enough to extend your 

lifespan. As for how long, those who are willing to live can live for infinitely long periods of time. There is 

no problem for 10,000 years.” 

 

“What is it?” asked curiously. 

 

“Nine-Dragon Blood Tree.” Lu Yang talked to everyone about the cause and effect of this baby, and said: 

“The number is not very large, and I will give it priority to you.” 

 

“Boss Xie.” Zhuojiu, Baishi and others were all excited. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2365: Murderous 4 Volt 

  

Two hours later. 

 

Lu Yangfei returned to the Shekou defensive position, entered the meeting room, threw a piece of the 

bark of the Nine Dragon Blood Tree in his hand to each person, and said, “Eating it will increase the life 

span by a thousand years.” 

 



After taking a bite of bitter love for half a lifetime, he smiled and said, “Like cotton candy, the boss, is 

there anything that will not grow old after eating, I still want to keep this handsome face.” 

 

Lu Yang, Zhuojiu and the others laughed, and the white lion laughed and cursed: “What’s yours, it’s 

Yuwei… Rain…” 

 

“Oh~!” The white lion punched his face and said, “I’m sorry, Yuwei, I didn’t mean it.” 

 

Xia Yuwei still wears a mask on her face. Although there is still half of her face intact, she completely 

abandoned her face because of Zheng Yuan, Zhang Zibo and others’ deaths, and never showed her true 

colors anymore. 

 

“Small things, don’t make trouble because of my face, just live a long life.” Xia Yuwei was comforting the 

white lion instead. 

 

This is what Bai Shi and Zhuo Jiu can’t accept. They are both men, but in the end they want the woman 

Yuwei to persuade them not to blame themselves for failing to protect her. 

 

Lu Yang looked at everyone and asked, “Have you found the old man late?” 

 

The white lion shook his head and said, “No.” 

 

The five clans had just been stabilized that day. Before they could be subdued, the Demon Race came. 

Lu Yang, Zhuo Jiu and others had no time to find the old man Chi Mu. They had to resist the attack of the 

Demon Clan first. This gave the old Chi Mu escape for his life. Chance. 

 

Lu Yang said angrily: “Our Jagged Brothers killed so many brothers at one time. It was all caused by the 

defection of the late old man. I won’t let him go. Is there any clue?” 

 

Zhuojiu said: “A soldier of the Elf race told me that he saw an old man of the Human race running out of 

the undead army and fleeing to the northeast. This person should be the twilight old man. I suspect that 

there are more powerful undeads in the northeast. Clan, he ran there to seek refuge.” 

 



The White Lion said: “I sent them to investigate, but the farthest distance was only to the border area of 

the Black Province, where there is indeed a strong atmosphere of darkness. I am afraid that they will be 

captured, so I dare not let them continue. Go inside, so the number of enemies is unknown.” 

 

Zhuojiu said, “There must be a lot of it.” 

 

“There are enemies everywhere.” Lu Yang said emotionally. 

 

The White Lion said: “We have just been arguing about this issue. If we participate in the war, it is very 

likely that we will be attacked by the undead in the Black Province. If we do not participate in the war 

and the Zerg army will come over, we still have no way to survive.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Now you don’t need to argue, I will take you to kill the Void Worm Lord, and 

solve the Zerg problem first.” 

 

Flames ignited on his body, the red double-headed Vulcan bird armor covered his whole body, and two 

bird-head hammers appeared on his hands. The power gushing out of his body made the muddy wine 

and the white lion stunned in shock. 

 

“Boss, is this the strength of the pinnacle of the lord rank? And what kind of treasure are your weapons 

and armors?” Asked excitedly for a long time. 

 

“It’s a weapon and equipment of the lower **** level.” Lu Yang looked at Xia Yuwei and asked, “Have 

you sneaked into the area of the Void Zerg? What’s the situation there?” 

 

Xia Yuwei sent a map on Lu Yang’s phone, saying: “This is the Zerg area I have explored. They turned 100 

kilometers around Daqinggou into habitats and enslaved the creatures in the area. 

 

Among them, the second-tier insects and enslaved creatures live in the outermost area, and the lord 

lives on the innermost side, but there are 10 spirit-level powerhouses around the lord to protect them, 

and the rest of the spirit-level powerhouses and demon-level powerhouses are all nearby. Armed. ” 

 



Lu Yang looked at the map carefully, and found that Lord Void had actually placed his nest in a natural 

cave in Daqinggou, which was just right for assassination. 

 

“When it comes to a blizzard, I will take you to assassinate him.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Zhuojiu, Baishi and the others looked at each other and felt that this plan was feasible. Zhuojiu said, 

“Boss, would you like to see Lavli? That demon lord has been waiting for us in the border area of 

Fengshi. Reply.” 

 

At present, half of the main force of the Jagged Brotherhood is stationed in Feng City to prevent the 

demon clan from sneaking attacks, and is also observing whether the Zerg has a plan to expand 

eastward. 

 

“I’m going to meet him, you go into my Demon Temple.” Lu Yang waved his hand, and took the muddy 

wine and the white lion into the Demon Temple. He came to the top of the building and summoned the 

red night to fly towards. Fengshi direction. 

 

The other side. 

 

In a building on the outskirts of Feng City, Lifeli was gazing at the human legion in the opposite building. 

Through the glass, he was puzzled to see the human soldiers united and helping each other. 

 

“Why are they laughing so happily?” Loveli asked coldly. 

 

Bagley stood behind Leverly and said with a smile: “Because they are weak, they can only help each 

other to protect themselves. They smile after getting help.” 

 

A sneer appeared at the corner of Lifeli’s mouth, and said, “It’s really pathetic.” 

 

Bagley shrugged and said, “That’s why I followed you. I don’t want to experience that kind of weakness 

anymore. My beautiful Queen, thank you for giving me a new life.” 

 



Leverly waved her hand and said indifferently: “Bagley, don’t always praise me, you still have to take the 

initiative to improve your strength, you are too weak.” 

 

“Yes.” Bagley lowered his head respectfully. 

 

Loveli asked: “What do you think of this plan?” 

 

Bagley thought about it and said: “This plan is perfect. If it succeeds, all human beings will die in the 

hands of the undead king. He will never sacrifice a human being and invite another world for himself. Of 

the enemy.” 

 

Lavli sneered at the corner of her mouth, and said, “I hope he can do it. Humans are a little bit too big. 

We all looked down on them before.” 

 

Bagley didn’t speak, but lowered his head obediently, but there was already a storm in his heart. He did 

not expect that there was a terrifying army of undead in the dark province. 

 

If it were not for the old man Twilight to reveal the true strength of the Undead Legion in order to 

achieve an alliance, Bagley would not dare to imagine that the leader of the Undead Legion in the 

northernmost section of the Black Province was a **** in another world! 

 

It’s just that this **** and the gods in the different world are enemies. The sneak attack failed and was 

counter-killed, and he had to escape into the human world. Now he is weak and trapped on an iceberg 

in the extreme north, but the army of the undead under him is very powerful. There are 9 lords, enough 

to flatten the Shekou defensive position and the Donghai Underground City. 

 

Bagley didn’t dare to expose the slightest worry, he could only continue to agree with Lifeli’s plan, but in 

his heart, he kept thinking about when to inform Lu Yang. 

 

For this reason, he insisted on following Lavli and other spirit-level demons to Fengshi to negotiate with 

humans, but Devil Hill kept staring at his every move, and he didn’t even have the opportunity to 

engrave on the wall. 

 



Just as Bagley was extremely anxious, Leverly turned her head abruptly, glanced over Bagley’s body, and 

looked at the sky in the distance. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

With the sound of Long Howl, Hong Yezai Lu Yang flew over from a distance, and when he reached the 

front of this building, Lu Yang jumped down and stood in front of Loveli. 

 

The two looked at each other, and they all saw the cold light in each other’s eyes! 

 

Chapter 2367: Warring Void Zerg 

  

One hour later. 

 

Among the ruins of Feng City, the 50,000 strongest legions of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood are ready to 

go, and the mounts of each soldier have been replaced by a Tier 3 Snow Wolf King that is more than five 

meters high. 

 

Most of these snow wolves are part of the high-level mounts that the Elves and the other five races have 

come to the earth for so many years. Because it is winter, they are most suitable for running on the 

snow. The Elf King Algaea is worried about the problem with the dirty wine, so he takes the initiative to 

send it. Come here. 

 

The 2000 hawks in the sky also flap their wings and hover in the air. Although the hawks’ combat 

effectiveness is not good, these flying intelligent races have become the special intelligence personnel of 

the Jagged Brothers, and the Jagged Brothers’ own Fire Crow Legion and The number of Cloud Sculpture 

Corps has been reduced to 500, and their mission has also become reconnaissance. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye’s roar sounded in the air. Standing on Hong Ye’s head, Lu Yang took the lead and flew towards 

Daqinggou. The horn below immediately sounded. 

 



“Go forward!” 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion, Zhou Tianming and others issued orders one after another, leading the 50,000 

soldiers to run quickly on the Snow Wolf King. 

 

The wolf king’s speed is very fast. They can keep running at a speed of 200 kilometers per hour for two 

consecutive hours, while the distance from Fengshi to the edge of Daqinggou is only 130 kilometers. At 

full speed, they only need It takes more than half an hour to arrive. 

 

Lu Yang was not in a hurry. He suppressed the speed at 80 kilometers per hour and led the team 

towards Daqinggou at a constant speed. At the same time, he turned on the intercom and said to the 

defender Tao Yue in the Shekou defensive position: ” Order the troops to take out all the Tier 3 gems 

and get ready for a big decisive battle.” 

 

Tao Yue said with a smile: “It is ready. As long as it is not a lord-level powerhouse participating in the 

battle, Shekou’s Tier 3 gems can be used for a week.” 

 

The mechanical plane merchant has been here twice, but the previous time Lu Yang was in a war, and 

the next time Lu Yang was practicing in retreat, and he did not face the opponent, but this did not 

hinder the transaction. Three transactions in two years, the Jagged Brothers paid At the same time a 

large number of basic materials were exchanged for countless Tier 3 gems and a small amount of Tier 4 

gems. 

 

The Shekou defensive position is now a super defensive fortress armed to 200 meters underground. 

Although it looks nothing special, as long as you look closer, it is all magical arrays. It is no longer a 

random third-order demon-level strong. Where the person can conquer. 

 

“Be careful, this time the Void Zerg is here, good at void spells, don’t be careless.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tao Yue said triumphantly: “A total of 5,000 Void Gems are used to prevent the Void Zerg from playing 

Void Stealth. Boss, you have grown a lot this year, and our growth is not small. Don’t underestimate us.” 

 



This year Lu Yang was training in the Void Hall. Tao Yue and Zhuo Jiu were also sneaking and hunting the 

Void Zerg and the Demon Clan, and then threw them into the arena to compete. Tao Yue knew very well 

what skills the Void Zerg would have. 

 

Lu Yang was very satisfied with Tao Yue’s growth, and said with a smile: “Well, I won’t talk too much, I’ll 

leave it to you.” 

 

“That’s right.” Tao Yue was very happy. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and hung up the phone and led the team to move forward. After running for more than 

an hour, the harpy flying in front sent back a message, saying: “The frontier is the border of the Void 

Zerg. The tens of thousands of Void Zergs are resting.” 

 

With a thought in Lu Yang, Hong Ye flapped his wings to speed up and flew forward, and in a blink of an 

eye he came to the southern boundary of Daqinggou, which was called Xiaoqinggou. 

 

In a snow-white forest, there is a huge lake, and on the north side of the lake are mountains. You can 

see that many caves have been cut out at the leeward of the mountain. There are countless second-

order hound-shaped worms. Caught wild deer, goats and other prey are thrown on the ground for group 

feeding. They eat raw meat and look very disgusting. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Everyone is ready to fight, and retreat quickly 20 minutes after the battle.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu, White Lion and others responded in unison, and then they shouted: “Everyone is ready 

to fight, raise their guns~!” 

 

Every warrior of the Iron-Blooded Brotherhood picked up the three-section spear that hung from the 

waist of the Snow Wolf King. Each section was more than 3 meters long, and connected together to 

become a 9-meter-long stainless steel war spear. , As for the position of the gun head is made of star 

steel, other than that, it is all normal steel. 

 

This tactic is a tactic developed by Zhuojiu, White Lion and others to deal with the Zerg. It is too 

disadvantageous to attack the Zerg at close range, so it is better to mount a wolf on it and start a charge 

forward. 



 

There are 100 people in each row, and the distance between the back row and the front row is 100 

meters. Under the alternate charge, it is enough to kill the second-order warriors of the Zerg in a piece. 

The soldiers would throw away their long spears and use two-handed swords. At the same time, they 

slowed down, allowing the soldiers in the back row to attack from the gap This stepped charge ensures 

maximum damage to the enemy, but also Save yourself. 

 

“Kill~!” The dirty wine roared, and led the Holy Light Knights to charge. 

 

“Kill~!” Bai Shi, Zhou Tianming and others also raised their guns and roared, leading the army forward to 

attack. 

 

For a time, the fifty thousand army of the Jagged Brothers rushed to the Zerg troops by the lake like a 

big wave one after another, and the Zerg troops also saw humans. 

 

“Hey~!” The hound-shaped second-order Zerg warriors roared to the sky almost in unison, waving the 

two spikes on their backs and rushing towards the human side. 

 

The height of these second-order zergs is more than three meters, the whole body is strong, and they 

are not inferior to the third-order wolf king in strength. Soon, the two sides collided together, but these 

zergs were in the hands of human warriors without touching the wolf king. The spear penetrated the 

body. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the first row of holy light knights led by Zhuojiu with interest. The spears in their 

hands penetrated the first second-order demon, followed by the second and third demon. It was not 

until the sixth demon that the holy light knights could not hold the spears in their hands. 

 

“Change the long sword, the second team speeds up the attack.” Zhuojiu commanded loudly. 

 

The soldiers in the second row rushed up with their guns and took over the attack of the soldiers in the 

first row. The connection between the two was like a machine, without any flaws. 

 

Lu Yang nodded in satisfaction. He looked at Lively who was flying in the air in the distance, and said, 

“You can go. If you don’t go, I will doubt your motives.” 



 

Loveli deliberately was not too far from Lu Yang, the distance between the two was only about 200 

meters. She smiled charmingly and said, “I’m leaving, I wish you all be killed by the Zerg!” 

 

After speaking, Leverly grabbed Bagley who was hanging in the air and flew away quickly. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2368: Might of the Peak Flame Lord 

  

After flying far away, Hill said to Lively: “His Royal Highness, it’s better for us to discuss with the son of 

the devil, what about the East China Sea Dungeon attacking humans now? Maybe we can clear all 

humans at once.” 

 

Loveli gave him a sneer and said, “Do you want all the demons to be buried with us? If Lu Yang takes 

these 50,000 people out of the battle to find us for a decisive battle, wouldn’t we have to face the orcs? 

The joint attack with humans should be resolved by handing humans to the gods of the undead race. 

That **** will not let humans live.” 

 

“Yes.” Hill bowed and flew aside. 

 

Livli chanted a spell silently, and a black strange bird formed from her ear, then shaking its wings and 

drawing a black light flying into the clouds, then went straight to the northeast. 

 

When Lu Yang saw Lavli’s movements, he guessed that the undead army from the northeast was 

coming. A sneer appeared at the corner of his mouth. He looked at the battlefield in the distance. On 

the north side of Xiaoqinggou, a large number of Void Zergs were coming from the cave. Get out and run 

towards this side. 

 

Knowing that the enemy has taken the bait, he picked up the intercom and said, “You can retreat. The 

whole army retreats to the Shekou defensive position.” 



 

“Yes.” Zhuo Jiu, Bai Shi and others received instructions and quickly led the team out of the battlefield. 

Lu Yang also flew back. On the way, he ordered Hong Ye to lower his altitude. When he was close to the 

legion, Zhuo Jiu and Bai Lion and others jumped on the dragon’s head. 

 

“Close~!” 

 

Lu Yang took them into the Demon God Temple. He looked at the heroic Wanzong, Baihu and others, 

and said, “The team is handed over to you.” 

 

“Boss, don’t worry.” Lofty Wanzong riding on the wolf north, holding his fists, said loudly: “Pay attention 

to safety. If necessary, we will turn around and fight to death at any time!” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and controlled Hong Ye to fly into the sky again, and dived into the clouds. Using the 

Beidou positioning function in the phone on his arm, he quickly flew to the top of the mountain where 

the Void Lord designated by Xia Yuwei was hiding. superior. 

 

“Close~!” 

 

In the Luyang Demon Temple, a pair of wings appeared on the back and slowly descended from the air. 

There was a heavy snowfall in the air, and the north wind roared, all the Void Zergs under the mountain 

hid in the cave without anyone defending. 

 

“This stupid Voidworm Lord has deployed hundreds of thousands of Zerg army to the outer area. There 

are only 10 spirit-level Voidworm warriors and hundreds of second-order Voidworm fighters beside 

him.” Blazing Demon God used. Said after the divine mind scan. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Probably he is confident. He has not encountered a flying lord so far. Even if a 

lord appears, with his strength, it is no problem to single out three demon lords.” 

 

The Blazing Demon sneered and stopped talking, Lu Yang accelerated his fall, and landed silently at the 

entrance of the huge cave at the foot of the mountain. The fire in the cave was shining, and it was 

obvious that there were a lot of torches in it. 



 

“Come out.” Lu Yang waved Zhuojiu, White Lion, Xia Yuwei, Kuai Bansheng and Zhou Tianming out of the 

Demon Temple, looked at the dozens of Void Worm warriors who were dumbfounded at the door, and 

said: “Follow me to kill. .” 

 

“Kill~!” Zhuojiu, White Lion and others were ready to fight, raised a two-handed sword made of broken 

star iron, and rushed into the insect swarm. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

Lu Yang burst into flames with both hands and walked forward. All the Void Worm fighters rushing 

towards him were hit by his fireballs. Although this was a low-level spell, it could be released in the 

hands of a lord-level powerhouse like Lu Yang. It was extremely powerful. One can burn five or six Void 

Worm fighters to death. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

The battle at the entrance of the cave attracted the attention of the Void Worm fighters in the passage, 

and they rushed out, but it was Lu Yang’s huge fireball that was hit head-on. They were burned into 

corpses, and the scorched meat smell passed into the passage, causing The subsequent Zerg retreated 

and dared not attack. 

 

“Lord Voidworm, humans are here to visit.” Lu Yang stood at the door and yelled, stepping on the body 

of Voidworm, bringing the dirty wine and others to the end of the corridor, turning around, and saw a 

vast expanse. Natural cave. 

 

The height of this cave is more than 200 meters, the top is dark and no light can be seen. The diameter 

of the hall is more than 2,000 meters. There are torches on the walls. There are more than 20 fires on 

the ground. There are a large number of void insects near each fire. warrior. 

 

Under the wall on the north side of this hall, there is a black meat ball that is 50 meters high and nearly 

a hundred meters long. The dark green eyes all over the body are staring at Lu Yang and the others. Ten 

Void Warlords are already standing in the meat ball. The attacking posture was put in front. 

 



“Huh?! Human~~~Like~~~?” The voice of the Void Worm Lord uttered from under his body, like the 

echo of the ancients, making people feel terrible pressure. 

 

“I’m going to kill them.” A Void Worm warlord bowed to the Lord Mother Worm, and walked towards Lu 

Yang with bloodthirsty eyes. The black sickle arms on the two arms glowed with a cold light under the 

reflection of the firelight. . 

 

“And me.” The other three spirit-level void worm warlords also came over, with a hideous expression on 

their faces. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the four spirit-level void worm warlords who came by, sneered at the corners of his 

mouth, and said, “It really is a tyrannical race, and we don’t even ask what we are doing here.” 

 

“Food, what qualifications do you have to speak?” The Void Warlord who walked in the front said 

contemptuously. 

 

“I’m coming.” Zhuojiu, White Lion and others raised their weapons and said in unison. 

 

“No, you stay at the door, don’t hurt you.” Lu Yang stretched out his hand to stop the muddy wine and 

others’ movements, chanting a spell. 

 

“The Eye of the Devil·Purple Flame Laser” 

 

The Demon Eye, which had already received energy from the White Sun in Bandarsberg, has been 

charged. With Lu Yang’s mental power activated, the Demon Eye on his forehead opened, and a purple 

laser with thick fingers ejected in the center. The foremost Void Worm warlord. 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

The Void Warlord did not react at all. The laser penetrated the body. The other three Void Warlords did 

not wait to react. Lu Yang turned his head and looked at the three of them. The Purple Flame Laser 

swept past, and the three Spirit-Level Void Warlords The head of the body is different. 

 



“Hiss~!” 

 

The hundreds of void worms in the cave retreated in horror, not even daring to roar at Lu Yang, all 

crawling on the ground as lowly as ants. 

 

The remaining six Spirit-level Void Warlords were also dumbfounded and did not dare to say a word.  

could only stare at Lu Yang’s third eye vigilantly, for fear of hitting them. 

 

“Void Cover” 

 

Lord Voidworm watched the purple laser shot at his body, and with a simple sentence, a shield like 

flowing mercury suddenly appeared in front of him, completely shielding his body. 

 

The purple laser hit the void cover without causing any waves, and disappeared silently as if it had been 

shot into the abyss. 

 

Lu Yang put away the eyes of the void, and said with a smile: “As expected to be the Lord of the Void 

Worm, killing you is really hard.” 

 

“Only by you?” The Void Worm Lord laughed. Suddenly, a Void Mirror appeared behind Lu Yang, and a 

purple laser shot out of the mirror and went straight to the back of Lu Yang’s head. 

 

“Hot and Fast” 

 

With a flame at Lu Yang’s feet, he moved laterally to the side for a distance of 5 meters, easily avoiding 

the blow. 

 

“You guys go to the door and guard, boss, I’m going to make a big move.” Lu Yang sighed, if he didn’t 

change his body, he really couldn’t beat this Void Lord. 

 

Zhuo Jiu and the others nodded, turned and walked to the door. At this time, a large number of insects 

rushed towards this side. Obviously, the Lord of Void Worm called to protect him. 



 

“Boss, we are guarding the door, you can rest assured to fight.” Bitter love for half a lifetime shouted. 

 

Lu Yang smiled at the corner of his mouth and looked at the standing up Voidworm Lord and said, “It’s 

true, everything else is nonsense.” 

 

“Fire Demon Transformation” 

 

“Lord Form” 

 

“Two-headed Vulcan Bird Armor, Warhammer” 

 

In a blink of an eye, Lu Yang’s entire body was engulfed in flames and turned into the form of a flame 

lord. His whole body was burning with flames. His body was protected by the crimson double-headed 

firebird armor, and two bird-head hammers appeared in his hands. 

  



 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2369: Lu Yang vs. Voidworm Lord 

  

“Drink~!” 

 

Lu Yang roared, because his body did not become a hundred meters high, the accumulated flame power 

was in his body. With his roar, purple flames exploded outwards centered on his body. 

 

Flames exceeding 7000 degrees instantly burned all Tier 2 bugs in the cave into coke, and even the 

Spirit-level Void Warlords were severely injured, leaving only one Void Worm Lord intact under the 

protection of the Void Cover. 

 

“Lord-level peak?!” The countless eyes of the Voidworm Lord stared at Lu Yang at the same time, and 

exclaimed: “This is impossible. How come there will be a strong leader in the peak period in this world 

so quickly, this is impossible.” 

 

“Take it to death.” Lu Yang rushed towards the Voidworm Lord, and the hot flames under his feet made 

him appear in front of the Voidworm Lord as if teleporting. Before the opponent could react, the two 

hammers in his hand slammed the Void Cover down. . 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

As if hitting a big bell, the Void Cover shook violently, which made the Void Worm Lord stunned and 

asked: “How did you do it? My Void Cover is only when it absorbs excessive energy. Will such a state 

appear?” 

 

Lu Yang sneered, but he couldn’t help but admire him. The hammer made of the two-headed Vulcan 

bird had the power of a full blow. Each blow was as powerful as a small nuclear weapon. It stands to 

reason that under this blow, The impact caused by the entire mountain will be destroyed. It can be hit 



on the Void Cover, just twisting and deforming it. It can be seen how strong the opponent’s defense is. 

No wonder this Void Worm Lord can single out three demon races. Where’s the lord. 

 

“It can block an attack, I think you can block it a few times.” Lu Yang raised his double hammers and 

smashed it down again, but before hitting it, Lu Yang’s body retreated 30 meters away with a flame of 

fire, and Lu Yang was standing. A crack appeared in the space where Lu Yang had just stood there, his 

body would be easily cut into two sections by the void crack. 

 

“Why didn’t you fight?” The Voidworm Lord asked mockingly: “I can’t hold my void crack, but can you 

hide it?” 

 

Lu Yang was really able to hide. He was able to detect the abnormal state in the surrounding space with 

the perception of Blazing Demon God’s divine consciousness and his mental power. Therefore, Lord 

Voidworm’s move did nothing to him. effect. 

 

“While he didn’t find it, explode his void cover quickly.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

“I think so too.” Lu Yang once again rushed towards the Voidworm Lord with a light of fire, but when he 

was halfway, Lu Yang suddenly turned a corner, and while avoiding the void crack, he doubled. The 

hammer slammed into the void cover again. 

 

“Boom” 

 

There was another loud noise, and the Void Cover shook more violently than last time. This made the 

Void Worm Lord extremely annoyed. With a scream, a void crack appeared at Lu Yang’s location. 

 

Lu Yang jumped into the air. The double hammers smashed into the air this time and hit the Void Cover. 

Following him, he kept changing positions, hitting the Void Cover continuously with each blow. , Is the 

power of a nuclear weapon. 

 

After more than sixty consecutive hammers, suddenly, a crack appeared on the surface of the void 

cover, and then, the liquid flowing in the silver light disappeared out of thin air, exposing the original 

appearance of the void lord, which was a huge ugly black flesh. The ball, and countless green eyes. 

 



“Roar~!” 

 

Lord Voidworm was furious, and countless tentacles on his head went straight to Lu Yang’s body and 

grabbed it, but before Lu Yang was in front of him, Lu Yang opened his forehead eyes. 

 

“Eyes of the Devil·Purple Flame Starburst” 

 

A purple-black fireball flew out from the third eye of Lu Yang’s forehead, and on the way soared to a 

diameter of 1 meter, instantly hitting the back of the Voidworm Lord and the roots of the tentacles 

above. 

 

“Oh~!” 

 

The tentacles of the Lord Voidworm hit Lu Yang’s body suddenly stopped in midair, and the lower body 

made a painful scream that made the entire cave tremble. 

 

The power of the Purple Flame Starburst is four times that of the Purple Flame Laser, and the Purple 

Flame Starburst is a high-speed rotating fireball that burns through a hole in the back of the Void Worm 

Lord the moment it falls on the back of the Void Worm Lord. After sinking into the body of the Lord of 

Voidworms and agitated frantically, the tentacles of the lower body of the lord of the painful Voidworms 

all stood up, digging into the wound on the back to catch the purple fireball. 

 

“Good opportunity~!” Lu Yang rushed to the Lord Voidworm with a flash of fire. Two double-headed 

Flaming Bird warhammers, hammer after hammer, swung from the bottom up, hit the Lord Void 

because of raising their tentacles. The corners of the exposed mouth. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 



… 

 

This time there was no Void Cover to absorb energy. Every hammer that fell on Void Lord’s body would 

cause a huge shock wave. This terrifying power directly shattered the entire mountain, and Void Worm 

Lord was hit to the most vulnerable part. Under the severe pain, he didn’t even have the ability to 

counterattack. After being successfully attacked by Lu Yang, half of his body was smashed and 

deformed. 

 

“Human, you have to pay for it, pay for it.” The tentacles around the chin of the Void Worm Lord 

successfully grabbed the Purple Flame Starburst out of the body, and used more than 30 tentacles as the 

price, allowing it to explode and explode the tentacles. broken. 

 

The remaining dozens of tentacles came straight towards Lu Yang with mercury rays, pushing Lu Yang 

back 10 meters away, and then, the body of the Lord Voidworm appeared strange black rays of light, as 

if the area around him The area was torn apart by his body. 

 

“No, it’s the life-saving skill of the Void Worm Lord, Void Slash.” The Blazing Demon God didn’t have 

time to tell Lu Yang how powerful this move was, and immediately activated the Void Shield. 

 

In the next second, centered on the Lord of the Voidworm, the space within a hundred meters, even the 

ground, flashed through countless black rifts, especially Lu Yang’s body, surrounded by dozens of rifts, 

but unfortunately, this The fissure existed for a moment, and Lu Yang found the void shield from the 

Flower God Valley, allowing Lu Yang to escape into a different space for 1 second. It just so happened 

that the Blazing Demon God made Lu Yang perfect. Avoided this killer attack. 

 

“He can no longer use this trick in a short time, kill him as soon as possible.” The Blazing Demon said 

through his divine mind to perceive the situation of the Void Worm Lord. 

 

“Look at me, he will resist until the next release.” Lu Yang’s body suddenly turned into a giant with a 

height of 100 meters, and the double hammers in his hands also turned into giant war hammers with a 

length of 50 meters and a head of 30 meters thick. 

 

“Death to me.” Lu Yang stepped on the tentacles of the Void Worm Lord, and two hammers hammered 

his head frantically. At the same time, the Demon God’s Eye on his forehead was fully charged. 

 



“Purple Flame Starburst” 

 

Another purple fireball penetrated into the head of the Voidworm Lord. Under Lu Yang’s frantic attack, 

the Voidworm Lord wailed frantically, and his body instantly turned into a 100-meter-high and 500-

meter-long mountain. 

 

The interrupted tentacles grew crazily, carrying a flash of mercury, smashing into Lu Yang’s body crazily, 

but the tentacles hit the armor of the fire bird with both hands, and even a trace could not be left, which 

made the void. The Worm Lord miscalculated again. 

 

“when” 

 

A black crack should have exploded in Lu Yang’s body, but this crack could not form at all, and finally 

appeared outside of Lu Yang, colliding with the double-headed Vulcan bird armor, making a crisp sound. 

 

Lu Yang sneered. He had been showing weakness before and was waiting for this opportunity. This 

double-headed Vulcan bird armor was made from the corpse of a quasi-god level Vulcan bird. How could 

it be wounded by a space fissure created by a lord? Now, this is completely impossible. 

 

Now that the Void Lord used the energy remaining in his body to become such a large body, he couldn’t 

run away even if he wanted to run. Lu Yang raised his double hammers and smashed them one after 

another! 

 

Chapter 2370: Hammer the Void Mother Worm 

  

The body of the Void Mother Worm was only at the lord level, and could not withstand an attack like the 

Vulcan Bird Warhammer. The skin cracked and the sound of bone breaking at the place where it was hit 

was endless. Not long after, most of her body was smashed into mud. 

 

A large amount of liquid spouted from the mouth below the Void Mother Worm, which contained 

internal organs and bone residues. He screamed desperately: “You are not a human, you are definitely 

not a human, who are you? What is hidden behind you? Who, I am not reconciled, I am not reconciled 

to die so unclear~!” 

 



Lu Yang didn’t talk at all, turning his body over and continuing to chisel the Void Mother Worm’s mouth 

with hammer after hammer. 

 

The mouth of the blood basin, which was originally full of fangs, had become **** after more than a 

dozen hammer blows, and couldn’t say a word. 

 

“Purple Flame Starburst” 

 

Lu Yang threw a purple-red fire energy ball into the female flesh and blood worm’s mouth, spinning at a 

high speed straight to the brain, amidst a burst of burnt smell, the energy ball burrowed into the brain, 

followed by a loud bang. A big hole was exploded in the brain of the fleshy female worm. 

 

A giant silver magic core with a diameter of 5 meters was ejected with a small piece of brain, and it flew 

towards a spirit-level void worm warlord who was not far away. Lu Yang grabbed it with one hand. 

 

“Die~” Lu Yang crushed the brain of the Void Mother Worm. 

 

In an instant, the hundreds of thousands of Zerg rushing across the mountains and plains stopped in 

place, and in the next second, they no longer cared about Lu Yang but slayed each other frantically. 

 

Lu Yang threw the female worm’s magic core into the Demon God’s Temple. After summoning Red 

Night, he single-handedly killed the Zerg in front of Zhuojiu and others in giant form, and then held up 

several people with spells and threw it to Red Night’s On his back, he followed him and jumped into the 

air. His body quickly shrank and became the size of an ordinary person. Hong Ye flew under him and 

took him into the air. 

 

Zhuojiu quickly grabbed Xiang Lu Yang’s body and asked, “Boss, are you okay?” 

 

Lu Yang’s body was a bit collapsed. Quasi-God-level weapons were not that easy to use. When they 

became larger, they consumed magic power. Using the Eye of the Demon God also consumed mental 

power. He was leaning on the white lion and Zhou Tianming, and he was a little weak. Said: “It’s okay, 

it’s just a little over-consuming. Just recover for a while. Let’s go back to Shekou.” 

 



There is still an undead army that has not been resolved. Lu Yang can guess that this undead army will 

bypass the Six Elves and launch a sneak attack from the fringe area on the northeast side of Ji Province. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t let the elves stop halfway before. On the one hand, he could not determine the enemy’s 

specific attack route, and on the other, he wanted to wipe out the army. 

 

Now all the air forces of the elves are flying over the main roads on the northeast side of Jilin province, 

looking for the undead legions. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The phone on Lu Yang’s arm made a sound. He picked it up and saw that it was Algaea calling. He 

pressed the video call button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Algaea looked at Lu Yang and said, “Boss, we have found an army of undead. There are millions of 

people, all human beings who died in battle, and there are a large number of undead.” 

 

Algaea turned the camera to the ground, and Lu Yang could clearly see through the video that countless 

human zombies, skeletons, and beast corpses were chasing away by a group of gray-skinned humanoids 

on a wide road on the ground. Ran towards the East China Sea. 

 

In the middle of the undead army, there is an extremely luxurious dark silver carriage, which is obviously 

not a product of the earth. Eight skeletons are pulling this carriage, and sitting on the top of the carriage 

is a monster more than three meters high. 

 

He has black sharp horns on his head, his body is gray, and sharp bones have come out of his skin and 

spread all over his body. He also has a tail with bone spikes on it. 

 

“Hmm~!” The monster glanced at the sky in surprise, and a gray light shot straight towards Algaea. 

Fortunately, the distance was high enough and Algaea was vigilant enough to control the cloud 

sculpture to avoid the blow, but The elven warrior behind him obliquely did not escape, and was hit by a 

gray light, turning into ashes along with the cloud sculpture and dissipating in the air. 

 



“Lord-level pinnacle~!” Algaea said in horror. 

 

“Retreat quickly, don’t die, just know where they came from.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“I hold on.” Algaea didn’t listen to Lu Yang’s words, gritted his teeth and quickly flew away from the 

lord’s attack range, and continued to check from behind. 

 

“The second carriage, the third carriage, the fourth carriage…” Algaea said with trepidation in his voice, 

“Boss, there are seven carriages, which means that the enemy has seven lords. What shall we do? ?” 

 

The seven peak lords are not something the elves can deal with, nor can they be dealt with by the 

Jagged Brothers. Not only the seven of them, even the millions of zombies, skeletons, and hundreds of 

thousands of gray unknown race fighters. These two races, humans and elves, cannot be dealt with. 

 

Lu Yang’s expression also became serious. patted Hong Ye’s head and said, “Go to Baishan City.” 

 

“Roar~!” Hong Ye let out a low roar, his body rotated to change the direction of flight. 

 

Lu Yang said to Algaea: “Call all the high-level staff, and we will discuss the solution together.” 

 

“Yes.” Algaea nodded. He controlled the cloud sculpture to fly into the clouds and flew quickly towards 

Baishan City. 

 

Zhuojiu asked, “Is there any solution?” 

 

A wry smile appeared at the corner of Lu Yang’s mouth, and said, “There is a way, but it turned out to be 

for the Demon Clan, but it was a pity that I had to use it in advance.” 

 

“It’s a big deal.” The white lion gritted his teeth and said. 

 



Lu Yang shook his head and said, “You are not strong enough to defeat the enemy at all. We still need 

time to recover and develop. After I survive this time, I will find you enough training materials so that 

you can do it as soon as possible. Reach the pinnacle of the lord.” 

 

“Oh~!” Bai Shi, Zhuo Jiu and others all sighed, annoyed by their lack of ability. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care. He controlled Hong Ye and flew quickly over Baishan City. As soon as he fell in front 

of the castle, he saw Algaea with Rustafa and other high-level elves waiting there. 

 

Lu Yang quickly landed on the ground, without waiting for them to greet him, and said, “Don’t say 

anything, I tell you all the slaves under your command. Starting today, as long as they help us fight, they 

will be promoted from slaves to civilians and have war achievements. Also named a nobleman.” 

 

Rustafa asked in surprise: “Are you going to let those slaves help us fight?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Yes, there are not enough staff now, so I can only do this.” 

 

Rustafa, Algaea and the others looked at each other and nodded. Rustafa said, “I will call the high-

ranking member of the five races to come over.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2371: Duel undead army 

  

In the red moon night that just happened, the newcomers of the Elf tribe have been surrendered, and 5 

more lords have emerged. The remaining five tribes were surrendered by the stale wine and the white 

lion with the army. After that, all these people were thrown to the elves. Family to manage. 

 

There are 25 lords of these five races. None of them surrendered. Now they are all locked in the cages of 

the elves. 



 

When Rustapha brought them, each lord was wearing magical shackles, preventing them from using 

their abilities. 

 

“What are we calling for? We will never surrender!” a lord of the ogre clan roared. 

 

Rustafa smiled and said: “Jaime Yang, a special magic race in the ogre, good at dual fire and thunder 

spells.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and looked at Jaime Yang, his body instantly turned into a flame lord with a height of 3 

meters, and said: “Give you two choices, follow me in the war, you will regain the title of nobleman, or 

death!” 

 

Jaime Yang stared at Lu Yang in the form of flames blankly, and muttered to himself: “You have reached 

the peak of the lord level? A human?” 

 

“Answer my question.” A Vulcan bird hammer appeared in Lu Yang’s hands. 

 

“Of course I chose to join the war, but you have to clarify first, what does the title of nobility mean?” 

Jaime Yang’s eyes were cunning. 

 

Lu Yang said: “War is your last chance to win the title of nobility. From now on, you will fight with me. 

You will kill 50 enemies and become a coordinated army. Kill 150 enemies and become civilians. Kill 300 

enemies and become allies. 

 

Kill a demon-level powerhouse and become a baron, a spirit-level powerhouse to a viscount, and a lord-

level powerhouse to an earl. The lowest level of the title is 200 acres. For each level you upgrade, your 

territory is doubled, and you will get Slaves and high-level magic cores and rare treasures. ” 

 

This is the most luxurious gift given by Lu Yang. In other words, after this war, the lords who surrendered 

such as Jaime Yang will become the largest landlords in Jilin Province. Most of the materials they receive 

will belong to them, and, Lu Yang gave them freedom. 

 



“I accept.” Jaime Yang said first. 

 

“Jaime Yang, you shameless, did you give up your faith in God so soon?” A rock tribe lord yelled at him 

frantically. 

 

“Purple Flame Laser” 

 

Lu Yang opened his third eye on his forehead, and a laser hit the head of the Rock Race Lord. With a loud 

boom, the Rock Race Lord died on the spot, and all the Lords who were watching were dumbfounded. 

 

“That, that is the strongest lord of the Rock Clan.” Rustafa was a little bit reluctant. 

 

Lu Yang stared at all the lords present, and said, “surrender or die, I am not in the mood to persuade you 

one by one.” 

 

The remaining 23 lords looked at each other, 11 lords chose to abandon their faith and followed Lu 

Yang, while the remaining 12 remained standing in place. 

 

“Die all~!” 

 

A laser shot from Lu Yang’s eyes, sweeping across the bodies of these 12 lords, exploding their bodies, 

and then he picked up the magic cores in the brains of these lords and threw them to Jaime Yang and 

the other 11 lords, saying: “Send A meeting gift for you.” 

 

“Many, thank you~!” Jaime Yang and the others were a little panicked. They could already feel it. Even 

without the injured shackles, they couldn’t beat Lu Yang. 

 

“What are we going to do now?” Dosdor, the lord of the troll tribe, asked respectfully. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How many subordinates can you persuade to follow you in the fight? I need more 

fighters. This command is not only effective for you, but also effective for them.” 

 



This is the biggest problem. The captured soldiers of the five races can be slaves, allowing them to 

abandon their gods. It is not a particularly easy task. Only certain races can do this. 

 

Jaime Yang said: “All of my people can join. We believe in various schools of magic such as wind, fire, 

lightning, ice, space, etc. We believe in whoever can improve our strength.” 

 

“I can too.” Dostoy said, the troll race is also a race of multiple gods. 

 

The lords of the three races of Halata, Rock and Undead looked at each other, shook their heads, and 

said: “Our people have a single belief, and it is impossible to betray God.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Then the three of you can join the war. Jaime Yang and Dosduo go to persuade the tribe 

to join the war. This time we are going to face the undead tribe. I want to let the millions of undead 

come back and forth.” 

 

“Yes.” The five tribe lord bowed and said. 

 

A magic symbol appeared in Lu Yang’s hand and flew into the foreheads of 12 lords such as Jaime Yang, 

completing their enslavement, and said, “After the war, I will decide whether to remove or keep the 

slave symbol above your head.” 

 

“Yes.” Jaime Yang and others dared not refute. Seeing Lu Yang’s decisiveness in killing people, they had 

no choice but to be willing to be enslaved when they didn’t want to die. 

 

“Master, we’re going to persuade you to go down.” Jaime Yang and Dostoy said, bowing together Go. Lu 

Yang waved his hand, looked at the lord of the undead tribe, Mars, and asked: “Do you know the origin 

of the undead in the north?” ” 

 

Mars nodded and said: “Know some, there is a horrific sadistic warrior sent by Pilos, the lower **** 

under the seat of death. This race is a well-known tyrannical race in the undead world. It likes to **** 

the undead. Breath, the methods of attack are mainly melee bone spur attacks and long-range dark spell 

attacks.” 

 



Lu Yang frowned and asked, “Don’t you, the **** of death in another world, know that there is a **** 

behind the Necroman in the north?” 

 

“God?” Mars shook his head and said, “I haven’t heard.” 

 

“It doesn’t matter.” Lu Yang looked at Rustafa and said, “After gathering the soldiers of all races, go to 

the Shekou flank to ambush and wait for my offensive order.” 

 

“Yes.” Rustafa said. 

 

“I’m back to Shekou.” Lu Yang summoned Red Night, and quickly flew back towards Shekou with 

Zhuojiu, White Lion and others. 

 

This time, as long as there are elves and other races to help, there are 23 lord-level powerhouses on his 

side. Among them, there are 1 human race, 10 elves, and the remaining 12 belong to the other five 

races. This number definitely exceeds the undead. The number of lords of the clan, he didn’t believe 

that he couldn’t kill these **** bastards. 

 

When Lu Yang flew back here, the Jagged Brotherhood had all mobilized, including the Demon Race and 

the Harpy Race, and all the materials stored for more than a year were transported from the warehouse 

to the defense areas. 

 

One day later, when the first ray of sunlight on the side shone through the red dark clouds on the 

towering cliffs on both sides of Shekou, the undead people all over the mountains arrived at Shekou 

Fortress, and the seven carriages stopped at the forefront of the undead army at the same time. , In 

every carriage, there was a Lord of the Horror Race who stood up and looked at the human wall with a 

sneer. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2372: Red Mist Blood Pool 



  

“This is the defensive position of mankind, two mountains and some magic circles, so vulnerable.” 

 

“Weak humans, lowly creatures.” 

 

“Destroy their souls~!” 

 

… 

 

The seven lords raised their arms at the same time, and a violent black light gradually formed from their 

hands, but at this moment, violent coercion suddenly came from the air. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye roared furiously, and the dragon head flew savagely toward the chariot. Lu Yang stood on top 

of Hong Ye’s head with the warhammer in both hands, and said loudly, “Lord of the Terror Tribe, do you 

look down on us humans so much?” 

 

The arms of the seven lords pointed at Red Night at the same time, and the terrifying black rays flashed 

across the sky instantly, but before he could get close, Hong Ye dodges the attack sideways, and at a 

distance of 100 meters from the ground, a breath of dragon sprayed to the ground. 

 

When the dragon’s breath of more than 3000 degrees fell on the ground, it had turned into a cone-

shaped flame storm with a diameter of nearly 80 meters. 

 

Red Night swooped over a distance of 200 meters. The undead, zombies, and Tier 2 horrors within 200 

meters in length and 100 meters in width were all burned to ashes by the flames. Then, the speed of 

Red Night continued unabated, and the second breath of dragon spurted out. , And the enemy with a 

length of more than 200 meters was wiped out. 

 

“Lord of the human race, where is your dignity.” The horror lord in the middle of the seven carriages 

stared at Lu Yang and roared: “If you don’t stop, I will personally destroy your human walls.” 



 

Lu Yang looked back at the talking horror lord, his appearance was extremely ugly, he sneered, and said, 

“Seven lords surpassed the attack together, where is your dignity? If you want to stand alone, follow 

me. I want to See, the lord of the horror tribe has some ability.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye got the order, and flew towards the east side of Shekou’s defense position with a roar. There 

was a plain without any shelter. 

 

In the grass of this plain, the elven lords such as Rustapha and Algaea and the lords of the other five 

tribes hid in the ice and snow. 

 

“This does not have the dignity of the lord, I protest.” Bilba, the lord of the Hasta tribe, growled 

uncomfortably. 

 

“Don’t talk about your sense of honor. This is the earth. You have to understand the rules of existence 

on the earth. This is a weird planet that is so cunning that even the gods of our world can’t match it. 

Believe me, humans here will become gods sooner or later. And the day when they become gods is the 

twilight day of the alien gods.” Algaea said with a sneer. 

 

“Agree.” The undead lord Dade said: “I learned something when I was captured before. This is a group of 

creatures that don’t have any sense of honor and only knows to use conspiracy and tricks. Once this 

group of creatures have power, they The conspiracies and scheming are superimposed on each other, 

and the gods are not their opponents either.” 

 

Bilba still felt uncomfortable, but at this moment, there was a dragon roar in the sky, and behind the 

dragon, seven carriages were galloping at high speed. 

 

“Come here, ready to ambush,” Rustafa whispered. 

 

Twenty-two lords have accumulated their strength, and every three lords aimed at a horror tribe’s lords, 

and the extra lords were the backstop, ready to fill the loopholes at any time. 



 

500 meters 

 

400 meters 

 

300 meters 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang controlled Hong Ye to fly over the heads of these lords, and then, seven carriages galloped over, 

and the moment the carriage passed over the heads of Rustafa and the others, 22 lords almost shot at 

the same time. 

 

In the blink of an eye, the carriage burst, and seven lords of the Horror Race were attacked and severely 

injured. Lu Yang jumped off the dragon’s head and came to the seven lords who had fallen on the 

ground. 

 

“Despicable human beings, where did these lords come from? Who are they?” The most powerful of the 

horror tribe lords clutched the hole in his heart, staring at Lu Yang furiously. 

 

Lu Yang sneered, and two hammers appeared in his hands, blasting the heads of the seven horror tribe 

lords one by one, then drew out the soul cores in their brains, and said, “Follow me back and kill all the 

undead and horrors. ” 

 

“Yes.” Rustafa and others did not expect Lu Yang to be so fierce, and would not give the Horror race any 

vitality at all, and killed them on the spot. 

 

What they didn’t know was that the Blazing Demon God told Lu Yang that these seven horror lords were 

all lords who had been promoted by forcibly indoctrinating the undead of human beings. To reach this 

level, each of them would have at least 1 million lives, and these The main source of human life is those 

zombies and skeletons on the battlefield! 

 



Lu Yang returned to the battlefield with Rustafa and others. At this time, the battlefield was already in a 

different situation. The 100,000 soldiers of the Jagged Brotherhood and the 5,000 demon army were 

forming a square formation to push the undead army. 

 

The strength of ordinary skeletons and zombies is the first-level elementary or intermediate level, a few 

skeletons can reach the second-level, and a few are the third-level. 

 

The warriors of the horror tribe are mostly Tier 2 soldiers. This time the army sent by the northern 

undead tribe to attack has never thought that the human legion can survive the war of the void zerg. 

Therefore, in addition to sending seven lords For the six elves, the rest of the legions are dominated by 

the most common legions. 

 

“Retreat, retreat, our lord is killed.” 

 

“All the undead retreated north.” 

 

… 

 

There are six to seven hundred Tier 4 spirit level powerhouses of the Horror Clan. They sensed the 

situation as soon as their lord died, and after shouting warnings to each other, they quickly led the 

legion to flee toward the north. 

 

This is what Lu Yang defended against. He brought lords such as Algaea and Rustafa to kill the spirit-level 

powerhouses of the Horror race. 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion and others led an army of 100,000 to hunt down the ordinary army of the undead, 

and along the Shekou defensive position, they hunted down to the outskirts of Fu City. More than a 

quarter of the deaths of a million undead and more than 100,000 terror tribes one. 

 

“How can these undead run like this? I’m tired and they are not tired yet.” Mao Qiu frowned and cursed 

while riding on the snow wolf. 

 



“It’s all undead and tired ghost, go ahead and kill.” Vulcan M16 casts spells while controlling the mount 

to run. 

 

The members of the Jagged Brotherhood around them smiled, chasing and killing them more than 400 

kilometers away. They were tired, not to mention that the Snow Wolf was also tired, but this group of 

undead was not tired. 

 

Zhuojiu said: “Don’t worry, there are allies ahead to stop the undead, and the warriors of the elves, 

trolls, and ogres are ready.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, countless fireworks shot straight into the sky from the plain ahead. The 

200,000 armies of the Elves, the 50,000 armies of the Ogres, and the Trolls formally launched an 

offensive, blocking the Legion of the Undead on both sides. 

 

Standing on the top of Hong Ye’s head, Lu Yang was relieved to see this scene and continued to chase 

the spirit-level powerhouses of the Horror Race. Anyone who was stared at by him would have a purple 

flame laser in his third eye, and he would surely kill him instantly. A spirit-level powerhouse. 

 

During this 400-kilometer journey, he killed 63 spirit-level powerhouses alone, and he locked another 

spirit-level powerhouse in the distance. 

 

“Purple Flame Laser” 

 

Lu Yang opened his third eye on his forehead, and a purple laser shot past it, but when it hit the body of 

the spirit-level horror, it didn’t penetrate its body. Instead, a burst of light emerged from the back of the 

spirit-level horror. The black-violet ripples blocked the Ziyan laser. 

 

“It’s interesting~!” The Blazing Demon God said in Lu Yang’s consciousness: “Grab him, the identity of 

this terror demon is a bit special. What he just blocked you from attacking is not something a spirit-level 

powerhouse can possess.” 

 

Lu Yang also felt it. In the past four years, he had seen only two strong men with shields, one was the 

Void Mother Worm, and the other was the terror in front of him. He was very curious about this fourth-

order spirit level terror. Where did the devil get the shield. 



 

“Yan Yang Cable” 

 

Lu Yang stretched his finger towards the back of the horror, dozens of scarlet flames flew out of the foot 

of the horror’s landing place, and instantly wrapped the horror in place like a spider web, unable to 

move. 

 

“Roar, let me go, let me go.” The spirit-level horror struggled frantically, but Lu Yang released his magic 

with one hand, and the flame ribbon flew into Lu Yang’s hand with the horror. 

 

“I’ll leave the rest of the battle to you, don’t leave a living mouth.” Lu Yang used the intercom to say to 

Algaea and other lords. 

 

“Leave it to us to ensure that none of them can escape.” Algaea, Rustafa and others said in unison. 

 

Lu Yang turned off the communicator and ordered Hong Ye to fly to a hill not far away. He threw the 

terror to the ground. Before the other party could speak, he slapped his head with a palm, smashing its 

heavenly spirit cover. 

 

“Help check his soul.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Enough ruthless.” The Blazing Demon God was very satisfied with Lu Yang’s behavior. Divine Mind was 

struggling to move the contents of his head out of the spirit-level Terrorist’s mind in an instant. 

 

“Hey, this is still a refiner.” Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “I have refined the basic refinement 

knowledge in his head. Who do you want to use? If you use it well, you can cultivate it in the future. 

With the emergence of a batch of craftsmen, the death rate of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood will be 

greatly reduced.” 

 

“Give it to Han Zhong and my new junior brothers. My master likes refining weapons.” Lu Yang shook his 

head with a smile. From the beginning of the invasion of another world, Han Zhong asked to participate 

in the war, but his strength was too low and he had cultivated to the point. The first-order peak couldn’t 

be improved. 



 

In addition, Lu Yang didn’t want to see Han Zhong die in battle, so he didn’t give him red spirit fruit and 

purple spirit fruit. As a result, Han Zhong stayed in the first-order peak state for four years without 

improving. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Is there any news about that undead god?” 

 

The Blazing Demon chuckled and said: “You have encountered a problem. This deity’s name is 

McConaughey. He was once a peak-level upper **** and a general under the throne of the new undead 

god. I have fought with him before, but I didn’t expect that he betrayed the King of Gods. It is estimated 

that he was holding a large piece of the Demon God’s Heart in my hand and wanted to absorb it by 

himself.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “Then we can’t beat this one.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God had an angry expression on his face, and said: “It’s not just that you can’t beat 

it. Let him know about your existence. He will send more legions to kill you. Even if I can’t beat him, the 

only lucky one of us is Mai. Connor was severely injured, and his realm fell to the lower level of the gods, 

and he was still unable to move. You must take advantage of his recovery time to increase your strength 

as much as possible, otherwise, you and I will both die!” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “How to improve?” 

 

There are no more places on earth that can improve Lu Yang’s strength, and the gods of the undead 

tribe may not only protect him from the lord, but also the existence of the demon king and the monarch 

level. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Now you need to improve from two aspects, one is the improvement of your 

subordinates, and the other is your own improvement. Get ready, the Red Mist Blood Pool is about to 

open.” 

 

“Red Mist Blood Pond? There really is a weird type of fighter like the Red Mist Warrior, right?” Lu Yang 

asked in surprise. Back then, the Red Mist Warrior was Lu Yang’s assassin in the game. 

 



The Blazing Demon God sneered and said: “Of course it is true. The one who made this game is a fallen 

old god. All creatures in the game are real, including professions.” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes shone brightly, and said, “Tell me in detail what is going on in this red mist blood pool.” 

 

“Of course.” Blazing Demon God slowly told the story of the Red Mist Blood Pond! 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2373: Violent power 

  

The Blazing Demon God looked back at him and said: “The Red Mist Blood Pool, even in another world, 

is an extremely special place. If you want to enter there, you can only enter it when the blood sun rises 

once every 100 years. 

 

At that time, there will be a large number of teleportation formations open in different worlds, and all 

races can enter the teleportation formation. These creatures need to fight in the swamp where blood is 

everywhere, and the dead creatures will be killed by the blood pool. Swallow. ” 

 

Lu Yang asked curiously, “What does it mean to swallow?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “The characteristic of the Red Mist Blood Pool is to swallow all the energy of 

the dead. The skin, flesh, soul, and magic power will all be swallowed up by the blood pool. The reason 

why the Red Mist Warrior can be produced is also because the blood pool is swallowed up. The energy 

of this batch of creatures then denied the blood fog **** that appeared.” 

 

Lu Yang understood, and said with a sigh: “The red mist blood pool itself does not produce energy, but 

absorbs the energy of the war dead, and then spit out the excess energy into a blood mist ball.” 

 



The Blazing Demon said: “This is also the conclusion drawn by my research with the old gods. As for 

what this red mist blood pool is, we don’t know exactly, because only creatures below the lord level can 

enter this place, like us. The king of God, it’s not easy to catch up with the chance to get in once.” 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but glanced at the Blazing Demon God with contempt, and said, “Then I will suffer 

a lot when I go in, I am a lord pinnacle.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “It is indeed a disadvantage. There are at least a few million creatures of 

the ten thousand races that entered this time, and at least two thousand lords have entered, and each 

has a clansman to protect you, but you will soon be promoted to the Demon King level, isn’t it? , We 

studied that even if you were promoted to the Demon King level inside, you wouldn’t be kicked out or 

killed. It could still exist inside, and there would be no problem when you came out.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “But how am I alive? There are too many other races, and how do I get in.” 

 

There are millions of creatures in the different world occupying various transmission channels. For the 

time being, not to mention the matter of being chased after entering, just how to get in is a big problem. 

 

Blazing Demon God didn’t care, and said: “I know a few secret transmission channels. I will take you 

there. As for how to survive after entering, I will tell you where you are hiding.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God, who has existed in another world for millions of years, sends his subordinate 

races into research every time the Red Mist Blood Pool opens. He has found several safest places. 

 

“I’m relieved, let’s finish the battle here first, and then we will go to the Red Mist Blood Pool.” Lu Yang 

stood up and jumped onto Hong Ye’s head, swooping and flying towards the battlefield. 

 

At this time, the Iron-Blood Brotherhood and the six elves have formed an encirclement to the forces of 

the undead race. Although the number is not as large as the opponent, the strength is far stronger than 

the opponent. 

 

When Lu Yang came to the battlefield, Heiyan was carrying various wizard groups and the six elves 

wizard groups under the command of Rustafa to cover the undead in the area. There were a large 

number of undead and horrors of Tier 2 and below. Died in battle. 



 

The strongest Tier 4 spirit-level horrors have all been killed, and only thousands of Tier 3 demon-level 

horrors are supported in the spell. These horrors gather together to create a huge purple-black 

protective cover. A large number of spells hit it and were blocked. 

 

“Transformation” 

 

Lu Yang’s body instantly turned into a lord form with a height of 100 meters. The two Vulcan bird 

hammers also became 50 meters in size, and the hammer heads were more than 30 meters thick. 

 

“Break it for me~!” 

 

Lu Yang picked up two warhammers and slammed them on the protective cover. With a loud bang, the 

protective covers made by thousands of Tier 3 horrors were shattered by the two warhammers. The 

horrors were backlashed by magic and fell to the ground. 

 

“Die all to me~!” Lu Yang opened his third eye on his forehead, and a purple laser shot out from it, 

sweeping across the ground. All Tier 3 horrors encountered were cut into two pieces and died on the 

spot! 

 

Algaea, Zhuojiu and others saw that Lu Yang was so powerful and burst into cheers. It was not that Lu 

Yang was deliberately showing off his strength, but only through this, would the six elves have more 

confidence in humans. 

 

“Summon Magma” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t bother to waste time on killing these low-level creatures, and directly chanted the spell to 

release the flame lord’s talent skills. 

 

He felt magma flowing five kilometers underground in this area. This distance is the limit of his 

movement, but it can still be hooked out. 

 



Zhuojie, Algaea and others had seen Lu Yang summoning a volcano. They were frightened and 

commanded their troops to retreat. The warriors of the Horror and Undead tribe thought they had hope 

of alive, but they just passed it. In 5 minutes, the earth shook crazily in the surrounding area of more 

than ten kilometers. 

 

“Get up~!” Lu Yang roared up to the sky in the form of a 100-meter-high Flame Lord, and his two 

hammers slammed into the ground fiercely. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

With Luyang as the center, hundreds of volcanic craters with a diameter of 50 meters appeared within a 

range of more than ten kilometers. Crimson-red magma over 2000 degrees was violently ejected from 

the crater, and the plain was covered by magma in the blink of an eye. Submerged, hundreds of 

thousands of undead warriors within the range died in this magma. 

 

The work of Zhuojiu, Algaea and others is left to hunt down the remaining terror and undead. By the 

middle of the night, the hunt is over. 

 

Go back to Baishan City. 

 

Lords such as Algaea and Jaimeyang found Lu Yang with a look of curiosity and admiration. Algaea 

couldn’t help asking: “Boss, how come the strength of the lord-level pinnacle is so strong? Your strength 

is obviously better than We lords have come out a lot.” 

 

“Yes, yes.” Jaime Yang, Bilba and other lords nodded repeatedly. 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile and asked, “Why, I want to learn.” 

 

“Hmm~!” Algaea and others nodded desperately, how could they not be excited if they could raise their 

strength to such a strong level. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, and said, “For the time being, you can’t learn it. This requires a lot of 

magic cores to improve your strength. Even if all the magic cores in your hands are added together, it 



will not be enough for one of you to be promoted to With this level of mine, you can accumulate magic 

cores with peace of mind. When there are enough, I will teach you.” 

 

“Thank you boss (master)!” Algaea, Bilba and others knelt on the ground and said respectfully. 

 

Lu Yang said: “According to the prior agreement, you are no longer my slaves, but the nobles of your 

heart. Find a place you like. These areas will be your territory in the future, and there will be differences 

in the future. The races of the world are sent over, or if we catch creatures of other races, they will all 

become slaves, and you and us are the masters of those slaves.” 

 

“Thank you again.” Bilba, Jaimeyang and others knelt again. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Algaea and said, “From today, your six clans will go out to cooperate with my army to 

enter the northern area to find out the enemy’s situation. You must investigate the enemy’s hidden 

location and deployment of troops in detail.” 

 

Algaea bowed and said, “Don’t worry, I will try my best to do it.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, looked at the people around Zhuojiu, White Lion and others, and said, “I’m going to 

leave for a while to find a way to improve your strength for you and your men. The demons in Riyue 

Mountain and Xishi Water Cave The orcs must be killed on time, and the wild monsters cannot be 

spared. There is also the daily production situation in Shekou and Donghai.” 

 

“Boss, don’t worry, we will take care of the house.” Zhuojiu said. 

 

Love half a lifetime with a smile and said: “I promise not to hold you back.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’m leaving, please contact me in time if you have anything to do.” 

 

“Let’s take a rest for the night.” Algayala said Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang knew Algaea’s thoughts and said with a smile: “You should leave your elven maidservant with 

Zhuojiu and White Lion. If you have a chance to see my wife, he is very important to me.” 

 

“Hey, okay.” Algaea scratched his head embarrassedly. 

 

When Lu Yang came out of the Void Hall, he found that the ordinary people of the elves were very close 

to the ordinary people of humans. The two races had begun to marry, and half-elf children were born. 

This is what Lu Yang wants to see most. of. 

 

Chapter 2374: Red Mist Hall 

  

In the past two years, the population of Donghai has been rapidly recovering. After the people in the 

three cities have stabilized their lives, they originally had a population of about 12 million, but now there 

are nearly two million more newborns. . 

 

Coupled with the half-elves born from the combination of the elves and humans, Lu Yang believes that 

as long as they are stable for a few more years, humans will be able to usher in a super high population 

growth rate. This way, more soldiers can be recruited. They are all capital for human beings to 

counterattack another world in the future. 

 

“Everyone, cooperate well and wait for my good news.” Lu Yang walked out of the palace, jumped into 

the air, Hong Ye skipped over from a distance, and steadily caught Lu Yang above his head and flew in 

the direction of Shekou. Went back. 

 

For the next five days, Lu Yang stayed with Shen Mengyao at home while studying the map of the Red 

Mist Blood Pond with the Blazing Demon God. As for the **** in the north, after the millions of troops 

he dispatched were killed, the White Lion He brought the Beastblood Warrior Legion into his territory 

many times to explore, but found that this **** had never happened before, and he didn’t even think 

about counterattack. 

 

On the sixth morning, after Lu Yang and Shen Mengyao bid farewell, they flew into Bandarsberg with a 

ray of light. As soon as they landed, the Blazing Demon chanted a spell. In an instant, it was in the 

northwest corner of Bandarsberg. There was a hole in the sky. 

 



The entrance of the cave was pitch black, but there was a strong wave of magic. The Blazing Demon said 

to Lu Yang: “Go in, I can’t hold it anymore.” 

 

Lu Yang turned into a phoenix and jumped into the hole. In the next second, his body was completely 

out of control. He persisted in various folding and bending for some time. Suddenly, a piece of land 

appeared in front of him. Guangliang, he was kicked out of the space uncontrollably. 

 

As soon as he landed, Lu Yang ignored his physical discomfort, and quickly looked around, only to find 

that the space here was extremely strange. It was obviously a valley, but there was still a valley in the 

sky, standing upside down. 

 

The sky and the earth are completely black, there is no sun and moon, but purple grasses glowing white 

are everywhere on the ground, and many weird calls can be heard in my ears. 

 

“Where is this?” Lu Yang frowned and asked. 

 

The Blazing Demon God was a little weak, and said: “This is called a subspace. It is a special area 

connected to another world. Only I know this place. As for why it looks like this, I don’t know. The portal 

is in the valley. Let’s rest. Now, don’t worry that there will be creatures attacking you here, there are no 

creatures here.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and sat cross-legged on the ground to rest. He smiled bitterly and said, “Is the feeling 

that I shuttled through the passage of time and space just now, is it just the feeling transmitted by 

creatures in a different world? weak.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Yes, the narrower the passage of time and space, the more powerful creatures 

have to undergo more folding. The folding in the void is the most painful. You just arrive at the closer 

subspace, another world. The lord of “was directly transmitted, so after he came, he was not seriously 

injured but also weak.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the direction of the valley, where a red light was shining. It was probably another 

teleportation formation. He asked, “Is the next teleportation formation still so painful?” 

 



Blazing Demon said: “This is where your advantage lies. Teleporting from this subspace, your distance is 

half shorter than others.” 

 

Lu Yang understood that if it was a normal teleportation distance, the first reaction of a creature in that 

world would be dizziness, or even nausea and vomiting. Unlike him, he can adjust his body to the best 

state before entering it. After getting inside, there is still a strong fighting power to protect yourself. 

 

Right now, Lu Yang rested on the spot. After his physical condition was fully recovered, Lu Yang came 

into the valley and saw a huge red teleportation array 10 meters in height. He stepped in. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

As the sky was spinning around, Lu Yang didn’t know how long the time had passed. Just when his body 

was about to be unable to support it, the next second, he felt his body relaxed and fell freely from the 

air. 

 

With a “bang”, Lu Yang smashed into the water, and at the same time, there was a continuous sound of 

falling water around him. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

“Ah~~~!” 

 

… 

 

The sound of killing on the water made Lu Yang react fiercely. The Red Mist Blood Pond had already 

been sent. He struggled to stand up quickly. The water was not deep, only about half a meter, but the 

water was blood red. 

 

“Die to me~!” An orc next to Lu Yang spotted Lu Yang, raising his warhammer and smashing it towards 

Lu Yang’s head. 

 



Lu Yang wore a Vulcan bird armor all over his body, with the Vulcan bird warhammer in his hand, turned 

around with a hammer, before the opponent’s hammer hit him, and then came first, smashing the orc’s 

head together with the helmet, and the powerful force directly smashed the orc. Kneeled in the red 

blood pool. 

 

“Hi~!” 

 

The blood pool boiled and rolled around the orc. In less than 3 seconds, the orc’s corpse disappeared, 

and there were no bones left. 

 

“Isn’t he killed when his life is lost? This pool of water is used to determine who is dead and who is 

alive?” Lu Yang asked in amazement. 

 

“Don’t stand here  hurry up.” The Blazing Demon said to Lu Yang in his consciousness: “Remember not 

to get hurt. This pool of blood will not only kill people, but also the living, as long as you bleed. Now, the 

blood will follow your wound and penetrate into your body, leaving your body with nothing left to eat 

within three seconds.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief. He had this set of quasi-god-level battle armor to ensure safety. He 

jumped into the air, and his body turned into an undead shape. He looked at the surrounding 

environment, and there was steaming blood fog everywhere. , Asked: “Where am I now and how should 

I go?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God scanned the surroundings and said, “You should now be the outermost part of 

the Red Mist Blood Pond, fly to the middle area, where there is a Red Mist Hall, hide in that Hall.” 

 

“good.” 

 

Lu Yang flapped his wings and quickly flew towards the middle hall. 

 

Fortunately, there is no limit on the flying height of the Red Mist and Blood Pool. The transmission 

channel in the air is about 50 meters high. He flies at an altitude of 100 meters without worrying about 

being hit. 

 



Moreover, he only teleported in after taking a rest, and the body could still hold on. The other fighters 

of various races who teleported in, the high-level fighters all sat in the blood pool to rest. Only the low-

level fighters were fighting and could not stop him. . 

 

The Blazing Demon seemed to have its own navigation, constantly guiding Lu Yang. Four hours later, 

before Lu Yang ran out of magic power, he saw a huge island in the sea of blood in front of him. There 

was a silver and black island on it. The huge palace is almost as big as the side of the island. 

 

“That’s the Great Hall of Red Mist, go in.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, seeing that there were no enemies on the left or right. He quickly swooped to the door 

of the main hall and walked into the palace. But when he entered, he was locked in by six murderous 

auras at the same time, which shocked Lu Yang’s cold sweat. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2375: God belongs to race 

  

At the entrance of the hall, there are six creatures of different races in groups of three being hostile to 

each other. The first long ghost-like face on the left is similar to an orc, and the height is about 2 meters. 

The second has three faces, but all It is the face of a dead person, and the last one is the ghost of the 

soul body. 

 

Of the three races on the right, the first is a humanoid with tentacles on the chin, the second is a 

monster with six hands and a face like a mummy, and the third is a dragon with an orc body. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said in his consciousness: “The ones on the left are the Guimian tribe and the 

Three-face tribe, and the three on the right are the Divine Beard tribe, the Dobby tribe, and the Dragon 

Beast tribe. The strength is around the lord-level intermediate, but don’t underestimate them, the 

armors, weapons and treasures on their bodies are not ordinary.” 

 



“Is my Fire Bird suit powerful?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“No, but it’s not too bad.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

“Then I understand.” Lu Yang was about to run away. 

 

“Here is another new friend, what kind of faith?” A dead face of the three-faced tribe was facing Lu 

Yang, and asked cunningly. 

 

When Lu Yang came, he discussed this with the Blazing Demon God, smiling and saying in ancient elves: 

“Wandering race, it’s not worth mentioning, please continue on both sides, I won’t bother.” 

 

The wandering races are those races whose tribes have lost their faith after being eliminated. Often 

there are only a few tribesmen of these races. They wander on planets in another world and rely on 

being bounty hunters to survive. 

 

Often such individuals are very powerful. When they are not concerned, the major races are usually 

reluctant to provoke them so as not to be attacked and killed by these mercenaries without faith and 

honor. 

 

“Unexpectedly, the wandering race can also enter here. How about joining our Destroyer God camp? 

We guarantee that you can get a red mist bead.” The three-faced man released a bewitching spell. 

 

“He is telling lies, join our natural gods camp, I promise in the name of the **** of light, you will get a 

red mist bead.” The lord-level powerhouse of the **** bear clan yelled and interrupted the bewitching 

spell. 

 

“Asshole.” 

 

“What do you want?” 

 



Weapons were shown on both sides, and there was a stance of disagreement, but neither side really did 

it. Those who can enter here first are not idiots. What you want to fight outside is a chance to enter 

here. They have already come in. Naturally, the winner will not be divided at this time. One more, there 

are three people on both sides, and there is one more Lu Yang who has no one to care about. 

 

“How did the friend decide?” the three-faced man asked with a grin. 

 

Lu Yang arched his hands to both sides and said, “I’m sorry, I can’t make a decision for the time being, I’ll 

take a step first.” 

 

After speaking, he bypassed the area where the two sides were confronting each other and walked 

backwards towards the depths of the hall. Just when both sides were still keeping him, Lu Yang said, 

“The army of all races outside is not far from here, please persuade you to also Leave as soon as 

possible, otherwise, the army will rush in and no one will be spared.” 

 

Even the lord level cannot withstand the frantic attacks of five or six hundred spiritual level 

powerhouses in a small space. Besides, who knows which lord is watching in secret, and which spiritual 

level powerhouse has special attack weapons in his hands? 

 

The six lord-level powerhouses looked at each other, gradually lowering the weapons in their hands, and 

the three-faced man said: “Why don’t we just leave it alone, how about?” 

 

“Agree.” The dobby’s lord nodded and said. 

 

“Then we each step back and find a safe place first.” said the lord of the ghost race. 

 

The six lords stared at each other and took a step back. Finally, the war subsided and each ran forward. 

 

Among them, the lord of the three-face race ran to Lu Yang, his head rotated 120 degrees, and the 

smiling faces in the three faces aimed at Lu Yang, and said, “Friend, I feel that we are very close, how 

about walking together?” 

 



The Blazing Demon God snorted coldly, and said: “This three-faced leader assassinated you. He has a 

special attack method, specifically attacking the opponent with his soul. This is to ignore the armor. Be 

careful. Once he is released from the body Three souls bite your soul, and you may be killed.” 

 

Lu Yang secretly said something dangerous. Ever since he had the full armor of the Vulcan Bird and the 

Soul of the Phoenix, he has somewhat looked down on the powerhouses of the same level. He didn’t 

expect an existence that could kill him. 

 

“Get one step closer to me, don’t blame me for being polite, put away your soul attack.” Lu Yang said, 

staring at the lord of the three-faced tribe as he saw the Fire Bird Warhammer in his hand. 

 

“Haha, I’ve seen it through. It’s ridiculous that you want to sneak attack with your tricks.” The leader of 

the dragon beast clan opened his huge dragon mouth and laughed. 

 

The three-faced man stopped in place angrily, his face quickly rotated 120 degrees and turned into a 

grimace, glaring at the dragon orc behind him and cursed: “In comparison, your dragon roar is rubbish.” 

 

The Blazing Demon chuckled, and said: “Dragon and beasts have a talent ability, that is, roaring at close 

range. The super sonic attack at close range is very terrifying, and it is also an attack method that 

ignores the armor. You have to be careful.” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless for a while, and said, “Why can anyone break your suit of armor? You are too 

useless, so you will leave these tatters.” 

 

“Damn~!” Blazing Demon God was anxious and cursed: “When you think of this place, take a good look 

at these six races. Are they the races you’ve seen before? They are born demon king-level powerhouses, 

and they practice a little bit. For decades, they have been the lord-level powerhouses. They are pure-

bred gods. These are the descendants of the races with gods and official positions in the gods. Not to 

mention their special skills, and their weapons are definitely not ordinary weapons. ” 

 

“No wonder.” Lu Yang took a closer look at these six people. As expected, their weapons all had a weird 

light, completely different from those made of ordinary star steel and broken star iron. 

 



The six lords were also staring at Lu Yang secretly at this time. Seeing Lu Yang’s weapons and armor, 

they also felt that Lu Yang was not an ordinary wandering tribe, and they were very afraid. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

There was a knocking sound from the door of the palace. The next second, the door of the palace 

opened during the impact. Countless snake-body men appeared at the door, seeing Lu Yang and others, 

and raising the hammer in his hand at the same time. 

 

“Kill them~!” The headed serpent screamed, and countless serpents poured in like a tide. 

 

“Run quickly.” None of the six lords had any intention of attacking these snake-body people, so they 

raised their legs and ran deep into the hall. 

 

Lu Yang also hurriedly ran. He didn’t want to expose his attacking spells at this time. If a person 

accidentally falls into the tide of the snake body, he will struggle to live. 

 

“There are six forks ahead, how should I run?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “The second one on the right.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and quickly ran into the second entrance on the right, but by coincidence, he ran into 

the same entrance with the three-faced man, while the other lords were in other forks. 

 

 

Chapter 2376: Ancient Crystal Controller 

  

“Yohoo~!” The three-faced man quickly approached Lu Yang, with a smiling face on the side, and asked 

Lu Yang, “You also know this road? Who is your backer? It really makes me curious.” 

 



Lu Yang raised the hammer in his hand, forcing the three-faced man not to get close to within 2 meters, 

and said, “Stop talking nonsense, what are you doing with me? I ran in casually, do you still want to 

attack me?” 

 

“Hey, don’t admit it yet.” The three-faced man looked at the door at the end of the passage in front of 

him in no rush, and said, “Then how about I let you go in?” 

 

Blazing Demon God said in his consciousness: “Be careful, there are agencies there, so many people rush 

in, and the temple will activate its autonomous defense system.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Hi~!” 

 

The sound of rubbing between the boulders and the boulders came from above. Lu Yang looked up and 

saw that there were originally large bluestones on the ceiling of the palace passage, but at this time 

these large bluestones turned down vertically. 

 

The crimson water contained in it poured down like a waterfall, and in a blink of an eye it passed Lu 

Yang’s waist, and the water level continued to rise. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

Ear-piercing screams came from the entrance of the cave, and red murloc-like creatures swam out. They 

moved extremely quickly in the water, twisting their bodies vigorously, and came to Lu Yang in the blink 

of an eye. 

 

“Don’t fight them hard, let these murlocs kill the chasers behind.” Blazing Demon said. 

 

Lu Yang jumped into the air for 50 meters. At the same time, wings appeared on his back, leading him to 

fly forward quickly. 

 



The three-faced man originally thought that Lu Yang would be blocked, but he didn’t expect Lu Yang to 

fly, which made him very upset. The crying face came to the front, let out a faint low groan, and the 

murlocs walked around him one after another. 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised, but he didn’t have time to think about it. He quickly flew into the hole in 

front of him. As soon as he entered, he found that there was a huge maze in front of him. There was still 

a red river over a meter high on the ground, but there were a lot of murlocs. not much. 

 

“Where is this place?” Lu Yang asked while observing left and right. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “This is called the Nether Hall. The red murlocs in the water just now are called 

Nether murlocs. These fish are unkillable. Whenever they die, they will automatically melt into the red 

water. At the same time, this The river will recreate a ghost murloc.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little speechless, and said, “Unlimited rebirth, will there be hatred?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Yes, so I won’t let you kill them. Once you kill one of the ghost murlocs, after 

the murloc is resurrected, the first goal is to chase you. The more you kill, the more you will suffer. The 

higher the probability of the siege, so the strong people who came here, and those who have backers 

told them to kill the ghost murlocs without doing their own hands, and try not to kill them.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and said, “I will try not to kill them as much as possible. How can I go now?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Give me the body, and I will take you away.” 

 

Lu Yang quickly handed the control of his body to the Blazing Demon God, and the Blazing Demon God 

swam towards the designated location quickly according to the memory in his mind. 

 

When he encountered the red murloc, the Blazing Demon God controlled Lu Yang to fly into the air to 

avoid him, and once he dodges, he continued to fall and swim forward. 

 

An hour later, Lu Yang swam out of this area smoothly and came to a black gate. The walls here were all 

blue and black, and there was a strange monster head on it, only 10 centimeters in size. 



 

The Blazing Demon God took control of Lu Yang’s body and jumped into the room. As soon as he landed, 

Lu Yang discovered that it was a forked corridor with 12 forks, and each road had one side higher than 

the ceiling. The bluestone is connected, and it is impossible to fly through the air. 

 

“Where is this again?” Lu Yang asked curiously. 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled triumphantly and said, “Boy, when you get to this place, it is the place to 

go to the secret road. Most creatures in the front know it, but when you get here, it’s another matter. 

This place is called Zongdao Dao. The **** race discovered the secret of this temple after many 

intrusions. There is an ancient crystal here. If you get this ancient crystal, you can control all the ghost 

murlocs here.” 

 

Lu Yang was stunned, and said with a smile: “There is still this kind of treasure, wouldn’t it be equivalent 

to controlling this temple.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “Basically, after you get this ancient crystal, you have the capital to save 

your life. Don’t underestimate the other creatures that enter here. The six lords are not easy for you to 

deal with. You You can’t hide here, you must go outside to fight, so that you can control the situation 

and not make a certain race too strong.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. If one of the races had few casualties and there were several lords in this race, then Lu 

Yang would not get the Red Mist Orb even if he hid to the end. 

 

“Don’t worry, I know what to do.” Lu Yang’s eyes shone fierce  The Blazing Demon God nodded with 

satisfaction, and led Lu Yang quickly forward, passing several forks in the road. After that, he finally 

came to an inconspicuous little bluestone room. In the middle of this room, there was a one-meter-high 

bluestone platform on which was placed a white crystal with a diameter of about 10 cm. 

 

“This is the ancient crystal. The usage is very simple. You can control all the ghost murlocs by inputting 

magic power, and you can see all the conditions in the area through the crystal.” Blazing Demon 

returned his body to Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang picked up the crystal to inject magic power. In an instant, a complete spatial map was revealed 

in the crystal, and all creatures appeared on the map in the form of red dots. The stronger red dots are 

bigger, and the smaller ones are red. The point is small. 

 

“It’s really a good thing.” Lu Yang took the orb and sat down to watch. If he continues to inject magic 

power, he can still see the specific situation of a certain battlefield. 

 

At this time, the people killed outside the temple were the most ferocious. Almost all the millions of 

people of all races entered the Red Mist Blood Pond. The demon-level, spirit-level, and lord-level 

powerhouses also recovered their bodies and were carrying them. The respective clansmen launched an 

offensive. 

 

All the killed creatures fall into the blood pool, and their bodies will quickly decompose, and those who 

die in the air with the water in the blood pool will also be swallowed up in the air by the pool water on 

their bodies. 

 

Inside the temple, Lu Yang found the six lords he had just met at the door. At this moment, they were 

hiding in a secret corner. The closest to Lu Yang was the three-faced man, and he was seriously injured 

and lost. A lot of blood is still bleeding in the abdomen without saying a face. 

 

“How about I kill him first?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Blazing Demon said: “Good idea, I have seen him not pleasing to the eye for a long time.” 

 

The corners of Lu Yang’s mouth rose slightly, and he ran towards the position of the three-faced man… 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2377: Assassinated 3 Faces 

  



Inside a secret room. 

 

The three-faced man was sitting on a high platform to rest, and one of his faces kept moaning, and this 

sound made the water in the red mist and blood pool on his body quickly slide down from him and stay 

away from his wounds. 

 

If you are a general lord, I am afraid that it has been swallowed into dross by the water of the blood mist 

pool, but the three-faced man is a race of gods, naturally supported by the special techniques taught by 

the gods, and his self-healing ability is also extremely strong. 

 

In the three-faced man’s low groan, his wound was healing at a speed visible to the naked eye. In the 

end, his abdomen was intact, as if he had not been injured. The only problem was that the armor 

protecting his abdomen was damaged, and he did not. substitute. 

 

“Damn, I didn’t expect to encounter the lord of the Spirit Blade race. These wandering races are the 

most disgusting. I have to find a chance to kill the wandering race I just met.” The three-faced man 

shouted with a fierce face. 

 

The wandering race is one of the most disgusting races in another world, because everyone knows what 

strength each race has. Among the gods races, they probably know what each other’s techniques and 

treasures have. 

 

The real variable is these wandering races, no one knows what they have gone through, what treasures 

they have, what exercises they will use, and if they don’t pay attention, they may be killed by the other’s 

special spells. 

 

The three-faced man had just been very careful, he was still approached by the lord of the spirit blade 

clan, and pierced his abdomen with a stab. If he hadn’t had a way to escape the blood mist pool, he died 

just now, and fortunately the lord of the spirit blade clan I didn’t know that he had this trick, but thought 

it was successful, but he killed it instead. 

 

“How about going out to see?” The smiling face on the left asked excitedly. 

 



The embarrassed face on the right said: “It’s better to be careful, and you’ll be finished if you are 

attacked again.” 

 

“You two shut up and listen to me.” The crying face in the middle was very upset, and he walked outside 

with a low growl. 

 

Now the place where the three-faced man hides is not safe. There is still a way to go from where he 

originally hid. He must get out and enter that hidden place. 

 

In the final hidden area, you can directly reach the central hall area of the temple, where the red mist 

beads were produced. Thinking of this, the three-faced man cautiously walked out of the room, but as 

soon as he arrived at the door, there were more than a dozen in the distance. A spirit-level void worm 

with a sickle-shaped arm found him. 

 

“Kill him.” A dozen void worms rushed towards him. 

 

The three-faced man was on fire, staring at these void insects with weeping faces, and a black energy 

jetted out from his entire face, forming a cone-shaped black mist. 

 

The Void Worm entered the black mist, and his body stopped uncontrollably, as if he was demented, 

and stayed on the spot, and the sickles on his hands were also drooping. 

 

The crying face of the three-faced man sneered, a dagger appeared in his hand, and he walked slowly 

over with blood, piercing the abdomen of these spirit-level void worms one by one. The next second, 

these spirit-level void worms just woke up, but only Before he screamed, he was swallowed up by the 

water in the blood mist pool. 

 

Lu Yang saw this scene not far away. He frowned and asked, “What kind of spell is this? Is the spirit level 

strong no longer moving?” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Soul magic, after being sprayed, you will fall into the illusion. This trick does 

not work for you. You have me by your side. Even if you enter the illusion, I can easily call you out.” 

 



“Then what should I do without you?” Lu Yang frowned and asked. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “This is the power of the three-faced man. When you act alone, you must wear 

something that can crack the magic spells of the illusion system. Otherwise, you will die if you hit this 

trick. Of course, there are other things. One way to crack it is that your mental power is far stronger 

than the other party. For example, my current mental power is no longer mental power, but divine 

consciousness. This level of illusion is completely ineffective for me.” 

 

“The race of the gods is strong enough.” Lu Yang shook his head, swam quickly to the front of the three-

faced man’s only way, stopped at a corner, raised his two hammers in his hands, and waited for the 

three-faced man quietly. near. 

 

The three-faced man was very happy at this time. He killed more than a dozen spirit-level powerhouses 

and let the anger in his heart vent out. He thought proudly: “Fight against the lord of my god’s race. It’s 

really looking for death. Look at me. I will get in touch with the tribe in a while, **** the waste outside.” 

 

Thousands of tribesmen came from the Three Faces, and there are two others outside the lord level, 

and the thousands of tribesmen led by them are all spiritual level powerhouses. He came in to prevent 

accidents, and the remaining two lords bring The rest of the spirit-level powerhouses are responsible for 

killing the weaker races outside. 

 

In fact, the current Red Mist Blood Pool has formed a tacit understanding. The major races of the gods 

will not confront each other head-on from the beginning, but will form alliances. Even the enemies will 

avoid each other at the beginning. open. 

 

After these **** races kill the rest of the non-god creatures, these **** races will fight each other, and 

finally after the red mist beads are produced, several **** races will be allocated according to their 

output. 

 

Of course, the actual situation often changes. If a certain **** race is too strong, he will slaughter all the 

other races, leaving only them. In the end, this **** race takes all the red mist beads and leaves the red 

mist. Blood Pool  The three-faced man is thinking about the final result of this battle. What he is most 

worried about is the dragon beast clan. This year the dragon beast clan is exceptionally strong. He is 

afraid that the dragon beast clan will eventually slaughter all of them. Race, so he had to go to the hiding 

place to rest before contacting the tribe. 

 



Just as he was thinking about these things, the three-faced man came to the corner, but at this moment, 

a pair of scarlet warhammers smashed head-on. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

The sound of two blunt instruments smashing the bones into the flesh sounded. The next moment, the 

right half of the three-faced man was smashed to pieces. 

 

At the moment Lu Yang attacked, the embarrassed face on the side of the three-faced man saw Lu Yang 

and quickly controlled his body to dodge, but Lu Yang’s attack speed was too fast, and the hammer still 

hit the three-faced man’s body. 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

Under the terrible pain of the three-faced man, his embarrassed face sprayed a purple wave of energy 

at Lu Yang, and Lu Yang’s eyes instantly turned into the Donghai Underground City. 

 

“Broken~!” The Blazing Demon snarled. 

 

Lu Yang regained his clarity abruptly, but the three-faced people didn’t know it. At this time, his other 

two faces were already open. Now the three faces were aimed at Lu Yang at the same time, and the 

faces on the left and right sides were glowing black, a skull. Formed on the top of the head. 

 

“Asshole, I will torture your soul for ten thousand years~!” The three-faced man’s painful three faces 

were distorted, and he shouted crazy at Lu Yang~! 

 

Lu Yang’s hands were already drooping, and the two hammers fell into the pool of water, but just as the 

skull was about to form, a dagger appeared in Lu Yang’s hand. 

 

“Die~!” 



 

Lu Yang flashed his left arm, and the head of the three-faced man was separated. He punched the three-

faced man’s face and knocked his face away. 

 

The skull in the air disappeared, and the body of the three-faced man fell into the blood pool. The next 

second, it was completely swallowed by the water in the blood pool! 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2378: rise to king rank 

  

A transpiring red mist rose, and Lu Yang felt that the huge source of power contained within it, which 

was the most special place in the Red Mist Temple. 

 

Whenever a creature is swallowed by the red mist blood pool, a part of the energy will be turned into 

mist and rise from the blood pool, finally reaching the ceiling and then condensing into water droplets 

and dripping down. 

 

“Suck~!” 

 

Lu Yang stretched out his hands, and the powerful suction gathered all the mist between his hands to 

form a colorless energy ball. 

 

The Blazing Demon God sensed it and said: “A quarter of the source energy in the main body of the 

three-faced person is here, you are lucky.” 

 

This is not simple magic energy, but the purest source energy, regardless of the type of magic element. 

Although it is not as good as the fire soul crystal, after being absorbed into the body, it can be quickly 



transformed into flame energy to supplement the last missing promotion in the soul core. The energy of 

that corner of the Demon King Rank. 

 

Lu Yang slowly ran the magic power and began to absorb the energy ball. Originally, he was worried that 

after the energy entered the soul core, he would have resentment against the three-faced person, but 

when the energy entered, he did not feel any discomfort, as if three-faced. All the information of people 

has nothing to do with this group of energy. 

 

“It disappeared without a trace.” Lu Yang asked in amazement. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “In the magical world, there are also spells that absorb the origin of others to 

improve one’s own strength, but the source energy absorbed by that kind of exercise is very mixed, and 

it also carries the grievances of the deceased. If it absorbs too much, Resentment will make the absorber 

go crazy, but the red fog blood pool is different, the red blood water dissolves all the energy of the 

deceased, so you can absorb it without any harm.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and absorbed it with peace of mind, but at this moment, the entire Red Mist Temple 

actually shone with red light, as if the whole world had turned blood red. 

 

“What happened?” Lu Yang asked blankly. 

 

“The first red mist beads actually appeared.” Blazing Demon God couldn’t believe it. 

 

Lu Yang said nonchalantly, “After all, a lord and tens of thousands of souls outside have died, so it’s 

almost possible to produce one.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said: “It is absolutely impossible that it is as simple as the 

death of a lord. Only 200,000 second-order creatures outside are equivalent to a lord, but if you want to 

generate a red mist bead, at least six lords have died, look at it. Look at the other lords in the ancient 

crystal, what happened?” 

 

“It’s impossible for six lords to die in such a short time.” Lu Yang also felt that something was wrong. 

After all, the lords of various races avoided each other and would not fight in advance. He took out the 

ancient crystal and looked into the temple. The status of the other lords, but he found out that the lords 



of the multi-armed clan, the ghost-faced man, the dragon orc, the ghost clan and the god-beard clan had 

all disappeared. In the blood pool they hid, only the remaining ones gradually disintegrated and 

disappeared. equipment and weapons. 

 

“How is this possible? What did it do?” Lu Yang asked in surprise. 

 

“I don’t know, retreat quickly and go back to the secret space, there is something wrong with this time.” 

Blazing Demon God said in shock. 

 

Lu Yang nodded. He also sensed the danger. Since the five were dead, it stands to reason that there 

should be a group of creatures who came to kill the three-faced clan, but if the three-faced clan died, 

the people who came would definitely look for him. trace. 

 

Lu Yang turned into a phoenix and came into the air. He didn’t dare to stop, and quickly flew towards 

the hidden spot. At the same time, Lu Yang stared at the place in the ancient crystal where he had just 

killed the three-faced man. 

 

It didn’t take 10 minutes. He had just returned to the hiding spot when a strange sound came from the 

crystal ball. Lu Yang widened his pupils sharply. A ghost and a creature with six arms. 

 

“Isn’t there a ghost clan and a multi-arm clan? How could it be the two of them?” Lu Yang asked in 

surprise. 

 

The Blazing Demon God sneered and said: “Boy, see clearly, that ghost clan has entered the sixth-order 

king rank, and it is still the peak of the king rank, those three deaths are not wrong, if you walk slowly, 

You didn’t deserve to die.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “They say that they can reach the primary level of the king’s rank. How can 

they reach the peak? This is unreasonable.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “There is nothing unreasonable. The characteristics of the ghost family are to 

devour other races to strengthen themselves. It is estimated that when they first came in, it was the 

peak of the lord, and it was only a line away from the breakthrough, but he disguised well outside. It 

should be He devoured all his clansmen, and with the help of the multi-armed clan, he ate all the ghost-



faced people, the god-bearded clan and the dragon orcs, plus some special drugs that he brought with 

him, forcibly using his strength Raised to the peak of the king rank.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Then what should we do, who can beat the peak of the king rank?” 

 

Even with the help of the Blazing Demon God, Lu Yang couldn’t have beaten the peak of the king rank at 

the current stage. 

 

The Blazing Demon God thought for a while and said, “It’s not impossible to beat him, but you need to 

be promoted to the king rank first. For the time being, don’t care about the outside world. How are you 

feeling now? How many.” 

 

Just now Lu Yang got the origin of the three-faced person, and he still had a large part to digest, and 

said, “I’ll give it a try.” 

 

He sat cross-legged on the ground and quickly digested the original energy in his body. There was a lot 

of energy belonging to three-faced people. It took Lu Yang an hour to absorb all the energy. Suddenly, 

Lu Yang felt his brain The inner magic core has changed. 

 

“Crack~!” 

 

There was a cracking sound from the magic core. In the next second, Lu Yang’s entire body burned. The 

magic core in his head turned into a liquid and flowed out. It overflowed through the meridians, and 

gradually formed a fiery red fire demon, but this fire demon was very Fragile, as if smashed with a poke. 

 

The Blazing Demon God nodded with satisfaction, and further tempered the newly formed fire demon in 

Lu Yang’s body with the help of the blood of the Demon God’s Heart. He said, “This is the change of the 

Demon King level. At this point, you are nowhere near becoming a god. Far.” 

 

“Why?” Lu Yang was in severe pain at this time. The newly formed fire demon in his body was gradually 

separating from his body. The pain of the separation of muscles almost made Lu Yang faint. He could 

only use other things to help him. distraction. 

 



The Blazing Demon God said: “The thing you have formed now is called the fire soul. Later, when you 

cultivate to the monarch rank, quasi-god rank, and demigod rank, you will cultivate this fire soul. When 

you become a god, it will also be your fire soul. Become a god.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded clearly and asked, “I’m so uncomfortable, why do I feel that the ghost clan doesn’t 

respond? Otherwise, he wouldn’t be able to start massacres so quickly.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “The body of the ghost family is the soul, so he won’t have the same 

reaction as you. For the ghost family, their cultivation is called conforming to the destiny. Race is 

different, don’t be envious.” 

 

“Shit.” Lu Yang was speechless, lying on the ground and continuing to endure the pain. 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled and said: “But your race also has advantages, that is, you have trained 

enough. Once you succeed in your cultivation, you will be much stronger than the Ghost Race’s spiritual 

power, and you can also cultivate some things that require a lot of spiritual power to control. magic.” 

 

“What spell?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Fire Soul Slash~!” The Blazing Demon God asked proudly, “Is this name domineering.” 

 

“The name is not bad, is it strong?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “It’s so strong that you can kill the ghost clan at the peak of the king level with 

one blow. Do you think it is strong?” 

 

Lu Yang forgot the pain in his body, looked at the Blazing Demon God in shock and said, “How can it be 

so strong?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “Isn’t this normal? The level of realm is different from the level of 

strength. Back then, when I was in the realm of the god-king, none of the other god-kings could beat me. 

The realm is only related to you. How much magic power in the body, the real battle depends on the 

skills you use, and this skill is condensed by mental power or spiritual sense.” 



 

“Boom~!” 

 

The fire soul in Lu Yang’s body was separated from the last piece of his body, and Lu Yang’s pain 

disappeared. He was sweating coldly all over, and excitedly said to the Blazing Demon God: “Teach me 

this trick, I will devour them. energy, and improve your strength as soon as possible.” 

 

The warriors of the Jagged Brotherhood who stayed in the East China Sea may face the sneak attack of 

the undead god-level powerhouse at any time, and he needs this move. 

 

“Comprehend it yourself.” The Blazing Demon God injected a spiritual thought into Lu Yang’s soul. The 

next moment   Lu Yang’s mind appeared the complete action of the Blazing Demon using this fire soul 

slash. , and the rules for casting spells. 

 

The reason why Fire Soul Slash is so powerful is that this move attracts the source power of the 

surrounding world, drives the fire soul within the body with mental power, and allows the source energy 

of the surrounding world to quickly pour into the fire soul within a short period of time. , the 

temperature of the fire soul can reach the king level, and if there is enough time, it can even reach the 

power of the demigod. 

 

Lu Yang learned this trick very quickly. It didn’t take a day for him to grasp all the essentials. When he 

opened his eyes again, there was a firm look in his eyes, and he said, “I feel that I Can kill that ghost king, 

where is he now.” 

 

Blazing Demon God has been observing the ancient crystal for a while, and said with a smile: “The ghost 

king and the multi-armed clan lord killed four more lord-level powerhouses and more than 400 spirit-

level powerhouses, and the second red mist bead It has also been formed, and it is now in the hands of 

these two people.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the ancient crystal. He found that the ghost king and the dobby lord were still 

slaughtering all the creatures in the palace. When each creature died, some of the energy would be 

absorbed into the body by the dobby lord. 

 



“It seems that this ghost king is thanking the multi-armed lord for his help and helping him improve his 

strength.” Lu Yang sneered and said, “It’s not appropriate for me to kill them myself, it seems that I have 

to find a few people to help. ” 

 

“What are you going to do?” Blazing Demon God asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Aren’t the three-faced people, dragon orcs, ghost-faced people, and the lords of the 

Shenbeard clan all dead? I have to find their kin to help them.” 

 

“Good idea.” Blazing Demon God said with a smile. 

 

Lu Yang raised his eyebrows and quickly searched in the temple. After a while, he found the dragon 

beast team, just to the southwest of him. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2379: alliance 

  

“Vals, tell me who killed you, and I will avenge you.” 

 

“Vals, do you remember our agreement? We want to become gods together, why did you leave first?” 

 

“No one dares to kill the warriors of the dragon beast clan, you have to pay the price, you have to pay 

the price~!” 

 

… 

 

A dragon orc lord clad in heavy black armor roared wildly while swinging his double hammers to attack 

the Void Zerg in front of him, even a spirit-level Void Zerg warrior could not withstand the full blow of 



the dragon orc lord. , Soon, the spirit-level void worms in the passage were killed by the dragon orc lord 

and the team behind him. 

 

“Roar~!” The dragon orc lord looked like a madman, staring at the empty passage in front of him and 

roared: “I sense it, it is the breath of the ghost family, the ghost family is not dead yet.” 

 

Lu Yang was flying in the air in the form of a phoenix. He blinked blankly and asked, “How did this guy 

know? He didn’t see it either.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God sneered and said, “Dragon Beast Clan has a very smart nose, even if it is dozens 

of kilometers away, he can smell the breath of a strong man. For others, this temple is a labyrinth, but 

Dragon Beast Clan is not. I can easily find the hidden lord following the breath, I thought it was a legend, 

but I didn’t expect it to be true.” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless and said, “What is a legend?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was even more speechless, and said, “I’m the king of gods, okay, will I care that 

the highest achievement is the racial specialty of the lower gods? I don’t need a watchdog. What do I 

need a nose like this?” 

 

Lu Yang: “…” 

 

You have nothing to say about this, he is a **** king, there is nothing wrong with what he said, Lu Yang 

couldn’t help shaking his head, looked at the dragon orc lord below, and shouted: “Don’t go alone, the 

strength of the ghost clan lord has already At the first level of the Demon King, you can’t beat him, you 

need to find a few more to help.” 

 

“Who are you?” The dragon orc raised his head sharply to look at Lu Yang, and roared, “How did you 

know it was him?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “There is a multi-armed lord next to him. Now these two **** are working together to kill 

other lords. If you are willing to listen to my advice, just follow me and I will take you to find other 

lords.” 

 



“Why should I believe you?” the dragon orc lord growled. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t believe me, I also want to improve my strength, and I want red mist beads more, 

but now there is a king-level powerhouse, I need the cooperation of allies, if you are willing to work 

together to kill him, then we Just cooperate, if you don’t want to, forget about it, as for killing him, we 

are still enemies.” 

 

The eyes of the dragon orc lord were like sharks. After turning around in the blood-red eye sockets, he 

put away the double hammer in his hand and said, “Your suggestion is very good, I accept your 

invitation and take me to find other races. Bar.” 

 

“Follow me.” Lu Yang turned and flew into the distance. 

 

The dragon orc lord ran quickly behind him, and the dragon beast spirit-level powerhouse who came in 

with him was behind the dragon orc lord, and one of them couldn’t help asking: “Lord Moka, that lord-

level powerhouse will not be Trap?” 

 

The dragon orc lord Moka sneered and said: “The king-level powerhouse of the ghost clan is the trap. 

Although my nose is very smart, my brother’s nose is also very smart. Since my brothers will all be killed, 

then It means that the king-level powerhouse of the ghost clan has a way to hide his breath. Now he 

releases his breath and waits for me to pass by. Aren’t we courting death? Thanks to that flying bird, the 

way he took me was the opposite of that of the lord of the ghost clan. , so, I believe him.” 

 

A group of subordinates nodded clearly, and no longer questioned each other, and continued to run. In 

fact, when they reached the Red Mist Blood Pond, the internal unity of each race was not so united, and 

everyone was desperately fighting for their own lives. Work hard, if the lord makes the wrong decision, 

the subordinates will choose to leave. Unless the lord kills him, there is no way to keep him, and most of 

the lords of the same clan cannot kill him. 

 

Lu Yang was flying ahead, and through the Blazing Demon God, he could clearly hear what the dragon 

orc lord and his subordinates said, making sure that the other party was willing to cooperate, and a 

sneer appeared on the corner of his mouth. 

 

Lu Yang doesn’t believe that this dragon orc lord is sincerely cooperating with him. I am afraid that this 

lord named Moka is also playing tricks. At the lord level, no one has any special abilities. The distance 



between the two is only 100 meters. You can easily perceive what the dragon orc lord and subordinates 

said. 

 

The other party obviously reassures himself and relaxes his vigilance. In the future, when a sneak attack 

occurs, he can kill him with one blow. 

 

“It doesn’t look like your world is all a race without a plan?” Lu Yang said to the Blazing Demon God as 

he flew. 

 

The Blazing Demon God snorted coldly and said, “This time, the new gods who attacked our new gods 

are not playing tricks and tricks. Otherwise, how could our old gods be attacked? Similarly, the 

subordinates they recruited are all the same. They are a virtue, it is better to kill them all, I look upset.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I also have this idea. I have to create a clone in a while, and we will 

cooperate.” 

 

“Leave it to me.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang continued to fly forward. After passing through more than thirty corridors and more than a 

dozen halls in a row, there was a fight in front of him. One group was ghost-faced people, and the other 

group was Shenbeard tribe. 

 

“Stop fighting, it’s not the other party that killed your brothers, it’s the ghost clan.” Lu Yang flew over 

the two groups and shouted loudly. 

 

In an instant, the ghost-faced and the god-beard clan stopped at the same time, and both sides looked 

suspiciously at Lu Yang, among them, the ghost-faced and god-beard clan lord looked at Lu Yang at the 

same time, and shouted, “Why do you say that? ” 

 

Lu Yang pointed behind him and said, “Let the dragon orc speak.” 

 

The dragon orc lord ran over quickly, the three of them are all gods, and they all know each other  The 

dragon orc lord Moka roared: “We have been deceived, the ghost clan’s That **** and the **** of the 



multi-armed clan formed a team, and just released their breath to trap me, thanks to the friend above 

who reminded me that I was not fooled.” 

 

“How can opposing races cooperate together? Aren’t they afraid that their respective gods will punish 

them?” The ghost-faced lord asked with a frown. 

 

The dragon orc lord sneered and said, “If we are all dead, who will pierce them both?” 

 

“Damn.” The Shenbeard clan roared and said, “My tentacles sensed the lord of the ghost clan and the 

lord of the multi-arm clan.” 

 

The dragon orc lord sneered and said: “If you go, you will be caught in a trap. The lord of the ghost clan 

has reached the king level, and the multi-armed clan is also the pinnacle of the lord level. The distance 

breakthrough is just a line, and whoever goes alone will die. .” 

 

“Let’s go together.” The lord of the Shenbeard clan roared: “Let’s go together, the ghost-faced people, 

whether you can go.” 

 

“Of course I’m going,” said the ghost-faced lord. 

 

“Then let’s go together.” Lu Yang said with a smile, “I know the location of the two of them, and I also 

know that there is another way to ambush them. Are you interested in going that way with me?” 

 

“Listen to you,” said the dragon orc lord. 

 

The three clans together have three lords and more than 300 spirit-level powerhouses. No one is afraid 

of the threat of a single lord like Lu Yang, but what they don’t know is that Lu Yang asked the Blazing 

Flame God to help. Hide his strength, otherwise, his king-level aura would have been exposed long ago. 

 

At the moment, Lu Yang led the three lords to run in the direction of the ghost clan and the multi-arm 

clan lords. The Blazing Flame Demon God had already studied and understood the passages of each area 

in this area in the ancient crystal, and he chose one. The nearest road is half an hour shorter than 

before. 



 

 

Chapter 2380: melee 

  

the other side. 

 

In a room similar to a gourd mouth on the sixth floor of the Red Mist Hall, the king-rank powerhouse of 

the ghost clan and the lord of the multi-arm clan were hiding on both sides of the door. 

 

“Just before the lords died, I saw you and I worked together to kill them, it’s really happy.” The king-rank 

powerhouse of the ghost family has turned into a green entity undead at this time, and his voice is 

hoarse. , as if it had just been resurrected from ancient times. 

 

The multi-armed lord next to him sneered while sharpening the long knife in his right hand: “Of course 

you are happy, you have been promoted from the lord to the king rank, this kind of leap of life and 

death, so easily achieved.” 

 

“You will also reach the king’s rank soon. I promise to help you kill other lords and I will fulfill my 

promise.” The voice of the ghost king was joking. 

 

The multi-armed lord stared at the six swords in his six hands and said, “I hope so.” 

 

“You and I are both poor people. This time I was thrown in to die, but they don’t know that you and I 

have known each other for hundreds of years. You and I are lucky, haha.” The voice of the ghost king 

was small, but he could hear it. He was very happy. 

 

In fact, all races in the different world are very clear that the red fog blood pool that opens every 

hundred years, entering this world is equivalent to sending death. 

 

The patriarchs of all ethnic groups will never send their children and cronies to this place. Only those 

who usually have a normal relationship with the patriarch, or who have been excluded from the clan, 

will be thrown here. 

 



It just so happens that the ghost king is the son of the previous generation ghost clan chief, and the 

multi-armed clan lord is the half-brother of this generation’s patriarch, and he is also the loser in the 

competition for the position of the patriarch. 

 

After the two strong men were thrown in together with their respective clansmen, they found out that 

the other party quickly reached an alliance. Relying on the discomfort of the first entering, the two 

patriarchs ordered their subordinates to fight each other. When the two sides were almost dead, the 

multi-armed clan lord. Helped the lord of the ghost clan to eat all the powerhouses from the ghost clan, 

and then devoured the remaining powerhouses of the multi-armed clan. 

 

After entering the Red Mist Temple, the two of them used this relationship to deceive the earliest lords 

of the dragon beast clan, the ghost-faced man, and the god-beard clan. After some slaughter, the lord of 

the ghost clan was promoted to king. Rank, the lord of the multi-armed clan has also reached the point 

where he is about to break through. 

 

Whenever they think of the unbelievable eyes that the lords looked at them before they died, the two of 

them couldn’t help but want to laugh. 

 

“When I am promoted to the king rank, I will go back and grab everything that should belong to me.” 

 

“Me too.” 

 

… 

 

The two had already planned how to take revenge on the clan when they returned, and at this moment, 

the sound of running came from the corridor outside. 

 

“Just in front, in that room are the king rank of the ghost clan and the lord of the multi-arm clan.” Lu 

Yang shouted as he flew. 

 

The lords of the dragon and beast clan, the lords of the ghost-faced people, and the lords of the god-

beard clan who followed in the distance all had angry expressions on their faces. At this time, Lu Yang 

did not need to speak. They all discovered the situation inside the gate in front of them with their 

perception. 



 

“The spirit-level powerhouse is entangled with the lord of the multi-armed clan. The four of us join 

forces to surround and kill the king-rank powerhouse, and the bird flying in front of us has no opinion.” 

The lord of the dragon beast clan roared. 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

“We’re going in.” 

 

… 

 

The dragon orc lord, the ghost-faced man, and the god-beard lord launched their long-saved big moves 

as soon as they arrived at the door. The super-strong sound wave, countless black dead souls, and 

countless black and white **** flew into the door. Suddenly, the ghost king and the multi-armed lord 

who were ambushed on both sides of the door were caught off guard. 

 

The two hurriedly retreated for more than 100 meters. When the two stood firm, they looked at the 

doorway, Lu Yang, who was flying in the air, and the lord of the dragon beast clan, the lord of the ghost-

faced man, the lord of the gods and the beard clan standing on the ground, and The 300 spirit-level 

powerhouses behind them have entered the gate, less than 50 meters in front of them. 

 

“How did you find us?” The Ghost King asked angrily. 

 

The dragon orc lord smiled proudly and said, “Thanks to the bird brother flying in the sky, if it weren’t 

for him, we really didn’t know you two **** got together.” 

 

“Bird?” The Ghost King stared at Lu Yang, his green face was full of anger, he raised his hand and hit a 

dark green skeleton ball of light, and said, “Bad me for good, give me death~!” 

 

The power-charged blow of the powerful Wang rank was not something that an ordinary lord could 

catch. Lu Yang hurriedly dodged, but the green light was extremely fast, and he still hit his wings. 



 

In an instant, Lu Yang felt that his wings were rotting. Under the severe pain, his body fell 

uncontrollably. Before he could react, the ghost-faced lord pierced Lu Yang’s chest with a sword. 

 

“You, you? Why, why?” Lu Yang asked blankly. 

 

The necromantic power of the ghost-faced lord continued to invade Lu Yang’s body. He sneered and said 

in Lu Yang’s ear: “Because we know you have bad intentions, no matter who you are, you should die 

first.” 

 

“I’m not reconciled.” Lu Yang showed anger, he turned his head to stare at the ghost-faced man, 

grabbed his arms with both hands, and his body swelled violently. 

 

“Damn, fire-type~!” The ghost-faced lord turned pale in shock and quickly retreated, but he was still 

late. A small mushroom cloud exploded with the ghost-faced man at the center, exposing the red mist 

pool in the entire room. On the ground at the bottom of the pool, the water in the pool even turned up 

a hundred meters high and shot against the surrounding walls. 

 

Everyone was stunned by Lu Yang’s attack, and they hurriedly avoided the bombardment of the pool 

water. They were even more afraid of the sharks in the pool water. 

 

At this time, outside the door that no one noticed, Lu Yang was hiding there silently with a stealth 

scepter. In fact, as early as the dragon orc lord and the ghost-faced lord, they zoomed in at the door and 

rushed in. For a moment, Lu Yang had already used the avatar’s tinder, leaving the main body to hide in 

stealth with the skull scepter, and he controlled the avatar to come inside. 

 

“As expected, I was the first person to kill this group of people.” Lu Yang muttered to himself. 

 

The Blazing Demon God asked curiously, “How did you know?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I am the only uncertain factor, no one knows who I am, it is strange that you can keep me 

alive, no matter what happens to both of them, they have to kill me first, so just now At that moment, I 

beg you to use your spiritual sense to make them stupefied, so that I can use the clone technique to 

escape.” 



 

“You’re really a thief.” Blazing Demon God was very satisfied with the thoughts in Lu Yang’s head. 

 

Lu Yang glanced at the fight that had already started, and said with a smile: “Without this IQ, I don’t 

know how many times I’ve been played to death in the game back then, or let’s say that our race also 

has advantages, five thousand years. The history of , when everyone reaches the adult stage, when their 

strength is the same, they can only compete for resourcefulness. 

 

In fact, I haven’t really started to use conspiracy and tricks. When my subordinates are strong enough, 

you will see how I really use conspiracy and tricks, and you will know how strong we are. ” 

 

Blazing Demon God was looking forward to it and said, “I’m watching.” 

 

The corner of Lu Yang’s mouth twitched, took out the ancient crystal, and began to summon the red 

murloc. 

  



 

Chapter 2367: Warring Void Zerg 

  

One hour later. 

 

Among the ruins of Feng City, the 50,000 strongest legions of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood are ready to 

go, and the mounts of each soldier have been replaced by a Tier 3 Snow Wolf King that is more than five 

meters high. 

 

Most of these snow wolves are part of the high-level mounts that the Elves and the other five races have 

come to the earth for so many years. Because it is winter, they are most suitable for running on the 

snow. The Elf King Algaea is worried about the problem with the dirty wine, so he takes the initiative to 

send it. Come here. 

 

The 2000 hawks in the sky also flap their wings and hover in the air. Although the hawks’ combat 

effectiveness is not good, these flying intelligent races have become the special intelligence personnel of 

the Jagged Brothers, and the Jagged Brothers’ own Fire Crow Legion and The number of Cloud Sculpture 

Corps has been reduced to 500, and their mission has also become reconnaissance. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye’s roar sounded in the air. Standing on Hong Ye’s head, Lu Yang took the lead and flew towards 

Daqinggou. The horn below immediately sounded. 

 

“Go forward!” 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion, Zhou Tianming and others issued orders one after another, leading the 50,000 

soldiers to run quickly on the Snow Wolf King. 

 

The wolf king’s speed is very fast. They can keep running at a speed of 200 kilometers per hour for two 

consecutive hours, while the distance from Fengshi to the edge of Daqinggou is only 130 kilometers. At 

full speed, they only need It takes more than half an hour to arrive. 

 



Lu Yang was not in a hurry. He suppressed the speed at 80 kilometers per hour and led the team 

towards Daqinggou at a constant speed. At the same time, he turned on the intercom and said to the 

defender Tao Yue in the Shekou defensive position: ” Order the troops to take out all the Tier 3 gems 

and get ready for a big decisive battle.” 

 

Tao Yue said with a smile: “It is ready. As long as it is not a lord-level powerhouse participating in the 

battle, Shekou’s Tier 3 gems can be used for a week.” 

 

The mechanical plane merchant has been here twice, but the previous time Lu Yang was in a war, and 

the next time Lu Yang was practicing in retreat, and he did not face the opponent, but this did not 

hinder the transaction. Three transactions in two years, the Jagged Brothers paid At the same time a 

large number of basic materials were exchanged for countless Tier 3 gems and a small amount of Tier 4 

gems. 

 

The Shekou defensive position is now a super defensive fortress armed to 200 meters underground. 

Although it looks nothing special, as long as you look closer, it is all magical arrays. It is no longer a 

random third-order demon-level strong. Where the person can conquer. 

 

“Be careful, this time the Void Zerg is here, good at void spells, don’t be careless.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tao Yue said triumphantly: “A total of 5,000 Void Gems are used to prevent the Void Zerg from playing 

Void Stealth. Boss, you have grown a lot this year, and our growth is not small. Don’t underestimate us.” 

 

This year Lu Yang was training in the Void Hall. Tao Yue and Zhuo Jiu were also sneaking and hunting the 

Void Zerg and the Demon Clan, and then threw them into the arena to compete. Tao Yue knew very well 

what skills the Void Zerg would have. 

 

Lu Yang was very satisfied with Tao Yue’s growth, and said with a smile: “Well, I won’t talk too much, I’ll 

leave it to you.” 

 

“That’s right.” Tao Yue was very happy. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and hung up the phone and led the team to move forward. After running for more than 

an hour, the harpy flying in front sent back a message, saying: “The frontier is the border of the Void 

Zerg. The tens of thousands of Void Zergs are resting.” 

 

With a thought in Lu Yang, Hong Ye flapped his wings to speed up and flew forward, and in a blink of an 

eye he came to the southern boundary of Daqinggou, which was called Xiaoqinggou. 

 

In a snow-white forest, there is a huge lake, and on the north side of the lake are mountains. You can 

see that many caves have been cut out at the leeward of the mountain. There are countless second-

order hound-shaped worms. Caught wild deer, goats and other prey are thrown on the ground for group 

feeding. They eat raw meat and look very disgusting. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Everyone is ready to fight, and retreat quickly 20 minutes after the battle.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu, White Lion and others responded in unison, and then they shouted: “Everyone is ready 

to fight, raise their guns~!” 

 

Every warrior of the Iron-Blooded Brotherhood picked up the three-section spear that hung from the 

waist of the Snow Wolf King. Each section was more than 3 meters long, and connected together to 

become a 9-meter-long stainless steel war spear. , As for the position of the gun head is made of star 

steel, other than that, it is all normal steel. 

 

This tactic is a tactic developed by Zhuojiu, White Lion and others to deal with the Zerg. It is too 

disadvantageous to attack the Zerg at close range, so it is better to mount a wolf on it and start a charge 

forward. 

 

There are 100 people in each row, and the distance between the back row and the front row is 100 

meters. Under the alternate charge, it is enough to kill the second-order warriors of the Zerg in a piece. 

The soldiers would throw away their long spears and use two-handed swords. At the same time, they 

slowed down, allowing the soldiers in the back row to attack from the gapThis stepped charge ensures 

maximum damage to the enemy, but also Save yourself. 

 

“Kill~!” The dirty wine roared, and led the Holy Light Knights to charge. 

 



“Kill~!” Bai Shi, Zhou Tianming and others also raised their guns and roared, leading the army forward to 

attack. 

 

For a time, the fifty thousand army of the Jagged Brothers rushed to the Zerg troops by the lake like a 

big wave one after another, and the Zerg troops also saw humans. 

 

“Hey~!” The hound-shaped second-order Zerg warriors roared to the sky almost in unison, waving the 

two spikes on their backs and rushing towards the human side. 

 

The height of these second-order zergs is more than three meters, the whole body is strong, and they 

are not inferior to the third-order wolf king in strength. Soon, the two sides collided together, but these 

zergs were in the hands of human warriors without touching the wolf king. The spear penetrated the 

body. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the first row of holy light knights led by Zhuojiu with interest. The spears in their 

hands penetrated the first second-order demon, followed by the second and third demon. It was not 

until the sixth demon that the holy light knights could not hold the spears in their hands. 

 

“Change the long sword, the second team speeds up the attack.” Zhuojiu commanded loudly. 

 

The soldiers in the second row rushed up with their guns and took over the attack of the soldiers in the 

first row. The connection between the two was like a machine, without any flaws. 

 

Lu Yang nodded in satisfaction. He looked at Lively who was flying in the air in the distance, and said, 

“You can go. If you don’t go, I will doubt your motives.” 

 

Loveli deliberately was not too far from Lu Yang, the distance between the two was only about 200 

meters. She smiled charmingly and said, “I’m leaving, I wish you all be killed by the Zerg!” 

 

After speaking, Leverly grabbed Bagley who was hanging in the air and flew away quickly. 

 


